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Heated
picnic
debate
possible

County man
faces charges
after shooting
on Wednesday
Staff Report
A Calloway County man was
injured by a gunshot wound
Wednesday, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office has
reported.
According
to
CCSO.
deputies
responded to a
report of a
shooting on
Mazurek
at
Circle
approximately
10 p.m. Upon
Powers
arrival,
deputies
reported finding one male victim - identified as Dustin
Beard. 29, of Calloway' County
— suffering from a gunshot
wound to the abdomen. He was
to
Murraytransported
Calloway County Hospital and
later airlifted to Presley Trauma
Center in Memphis. Tenn.
According to their report. the
Sheriff's Office identified a
suspect in the shooting as
George Wade Powers, 45, also
of Calloway County. He was

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Honoring America

Staff Report
County
Callov;ay
'the
Shenff's Office is currently
investigating several reported
thefts from vehicles in the
county.
According to CCSO. the
office has received reports of
thefts from vehicles in the last
two weeks, centering around
and
Concord
New
the
Pottenown areas. All of the
thefts were reportedly from
unlocked vehicles and occurred
during the night. CCSO has
increased patrols in the area as
a result of the thefts, the office
reported.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said he
Calloway
all
encourages
County citizens to take steps to
reduce their risk of being a victim of theft. All citizens are
reminded to lock their vehicles
v.rhen they are parked, even if

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
.,
olitical debate at this year's St.
Jerome's Fancy Fartn Picnic may be
the hottest in years with much attention from national media already in the
works concerning the U.S. Senate race
between Democrat Jack Conway and
Republican Rand Paul.
Paul (R-Bowling Green), the first Tea
Party candidate to be elected as a GOP
nominee to Congress, and his run against
Conway, got much national media attention following the May Primary. That
attention apparently will be a factor at St.
Jerome's annual picnic 2010, according to
event political chairman Mike Wilson.
"Due to all the attention with the U.S.
Senate race between Rand Paul and Jack
Conway, we have already fielded several
calls from media folks and media pundits
from all over the state and country concerning this race which expects to be a
'barn burner' as Joe B. Hall would define
it," Wilson said. "KET is in the process of
doing a live production of the speaking
and I expect them to host 'Comment of
Ky' on Friday evening. C-Span has even
expressed interest in videotaping the event
for future segments."
However neither Paul nor Conway have
confirmed their participation as of this
week.

p

II See Page 6
C.C. Sheriff's Office
investigates thefts

750

Murray, KY 42071

Flag blows in
Two players of the Mustang League bow their heads in a moment of silence as the American
America with a
honoring
in
part
took
teams
two
The
Murray.
in
Park
Central
at
night
Tuesday
the background
and Heritage Bank. Pictured
prayer prior to the start of their Championship baligame between Mathis Roofing
at left is Tanner Hicks, and at right is Jacob Fritts. Below, a flag waves in the outfield.

II See Page 2

Locke receiving
awards for Laos
mission years later
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Writer
Staff Sgt. Thomas Locke was an engineer aboard U.S. Army. transport helicopters during the Vietnam War where he saw
action not only along the Ho Chi Minh
trail but covert operations in Laos as well.
Locke, a member of the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell, flew aboard
Chinook helicopters where his job was to
guide the pilot into hot landing zones to

111 See Page 6
•See Page 6

Street closings announced
for Freedom Fest activities
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Ilaily Forecast
Ety The Associated Press
Thursday...Sunny. Highs in
the mid 80s. Northeast winds
around 10 mph
nIght...Clear.
Thursday
Lows around 60. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
Friday.. Sunny. Highs in the
upper 80s. Northeast winds 5 to
10 mph.
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 60s.
sunny.
Saturday ..Mostly
Highs in the lower 90s
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear Lows in the upper 60s.
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Special to the Ledger
Freedom Fest. named one of
Kentucky's Top I() festivals, is
just around the corner. The
annual family-friendly Fourth
of July celebration brings people from throughout the region
to downtown Murray' for three
days of fun. food, music and
more.
The Murray Convention &
has
Bureau
Visitors
announced scheduled street
closings and free parking for
the weekend of July 2,-4.
The time schedule for street
closings is as follows:
July 2-3

INDEX
One Section - 12 Pages
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Classifieds
Comics
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Datebook
Obituaries
Sports

3
7,8
9
5
5
4
10, 11

Friday 5 a.m. through
Saturday 4 p.m.:
Maple Street from 4th Street
to 6th Street,
4th Street from Main to
Poplar,
5th Street from Main to
limited
Poplar (possibly
access until noon):
Saturday July 3, from 8 a.m.
through 10:30 a.m. (for
parade)
Main Street between 10th
Street and Industrial;
North 10th Street from
Payne Street to Nlain Street

•See Page 2

KYSER LOUGH / edger & Times

WATER FUN: Firefighters with the Murray Fire Department were on hand Tuesday afternoon at the Summer Feeding Program in Chestnut Park. After talking about fireworks safety, the firefighters hooked their truck into a fire hydrant and turned on the hose, creating a
giant sprinkler for the kids to splash around in.

There will be no paper
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2010
Dpening ceremony Friday, Juiy 2,
at 4:30 p.m. on the court square
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o for parade lineup, limited
access
()live Blvd. from North 10th
Street to 8th Street (tor parade
lineup. limited access):
Sharpe Street from North 10th
Street to 8th Street for parade
lineup. limited access);
Payne Street from North 1(hh
Street to 8th Street o for parade
lineup, limited access);
"These closings will help
maintain order and safety. during the Freedom Fest activities.
and the Freedom Fest board
requests that all motorists honor
these closings. Freedom Fest is
a wonderful conununity-friendly way to salute America's heritage. history and people," commented a Murray C&VB
spokesperson.
Free Parking will be available
at the following locations:
JH Churchill Funeral Home.
201 S. 3rd St.(barring the event
of a funeral);
Murray Electric System. 401
Olive St.;
Murray Middle School. Main
Sweet parking;
Steele & Albritton. Inc.. 209
S. 3rd St.;
BB&T,500 Main St.;
First Christian Church. III N.
5th St.:
Briggs & Stratton, 110 Main
St.;
Imes-Miller Funeral Home,
311 N.4th St.(barring the event
of a funeral).
For more information contact
the Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau at (270) 7592199.
In addition. the Murray Police
Department will be restricting
several roads to right turn traffic
only to eliminate some traffic
flow problems during the festival. These intersections will
include:
Eighth and Chesmut streets;
10th and Chestnut streets:
12th and Chestnut streets;
12th Street attd Arcadia
Circle;
12th Street and the Roy
Stewart Stadium entrance;
12th Street and Highway 121:
12th Street and the Kroger
entrance;
12th Street and the traffic light
at Wahnart;
All of Highway 121 from 12th
Suret to Coldwater Road.

Democratic
infigjating tangles
Senate race

Fri., July 2nd &
Sate, July 3rd Only!

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
In a troubling move for
Democrats, Lt. Gov. Daniel
Mongiardo refused Wednesday
to say if he would endorse his
party's candidate in Kentucky's
U.S. Senate race.
"I have not made that decision," said Mongiardo, a moderate Democrat who narrowly
lost to Attorney General Jack
Conway in his party's pnmary
election last month.
The infighting surfaced
between
Wednesday
Mongiardo and Conway, who
have been unable to mend a
political divide more than a
month after their bitter primary
battle ended.
Mongiardo said he doesn't
believe the issues are limited to
him and Conway.
"I feel that in this state there
are two Democratic parties."
Mongiardo said. "There's the
party of the elite, and then
there's the party of the rest of
us, the grass-roots Democrats."

McConnell: Solve
immediate problem
first - gushing oil
into the ocean
Leatie I Mat
wASHItic;
DI'. - .5. /hire Re/1111)1'k
McConnell made the following remarks on the Senate floor
Wednesday regarding the proposed energ% hill and the gulfoil spill:
••••
"Yesterday. President Obama invited a group of senators down to
the White House to talk about the kind of energy bill he'd like
Congress ri, pass sometime this summer.
'The first thing we heard about this meeting is
that the President said it was not a meeting about
the oil spill. Let me say that again — the President
said the purpose ot this inecting was not to discuss
the ongoing cnsis in the Gulf of Mexico, where up
to 60,000 barrels of oil are spewing into the Gulf
waters each anti every day, and which have been
for 72 days now.
"Senator Alexander had to raise the issue himself
— only to be dismissed by the President. Well, l'rr
McConnell sure that will be of great comfort to the people of
the Gulf Coast. When the President called senators
to the White House to talk about energy., I'm sure most people in the
Gulf thought the crisis down there would at least be a topic of discussion. Evidently, they were wrong.
"The second thing we heard about the meeting is that the President
made what was described as a •very passionate' argument in favor
of 'putting a price on carbon.' This. of course. is code for the new
national energy tax commonly referred to around here as cap and
trade.
"This is what the meeting was really about. And those of us who
said that this is also what the President was talking about in his Oval
office speech a couple weeks ago were right: when the President
urged Americans to view the Gulf oil spill as a reastan to embrace
his vision of energy consumption in this country, he was talking
about giving government vast new powers over industry and over
the everyday lives of Americans through a new national energy tax.
"In other words, at a moment when the American people were
hoping to hear about what the White House was doing to fix the oil
leak in the Gulf, the President was using that moment to prepare the
ground for yet another piece of legislation that would expand the
reach of government — and which would do absolutely nothing to
solve the crisis at hand.
"The leak still isn't fixed. For more than two months, this pipe has
gushed oil into the Gulf, polluting our waters and our beaches.
wreaking havoc on the lives and livelihoods of millions along the
Gulf. I think it's most people's view that the left-wing wish-list can
wait. Fixing this immediate problem should be the top priority nght
now.
"One of the President's senior advisors said the other day that
when the President was elected, he had to deal with problems that
had been put off for too long. But the administration needs to solve
the most urgent problems first — and the most urgent pibblete is not
a nett, national.ekwrgy tax..it'a the crisis in the Gulf.
"Former President Clinton had it right the other day. lie said the
fedetal government's position on this issue ought to be very
straightforward — the most important thing, he said, is to fix the
leak. The second most important thing is to keep oil away from the
shores. The third most important thing is to minimize the damage
from the oil that reaches the shores. And the fourth most important
thing is to find out who did what wrong -- at BP and in the federal
government — and to hold them accountable.
"But the first thing is to fix the leak."

/111 Picnic debate...

also planned.
'We will have *No Tools
The picnic is scheduled for Loaned', the bluegrass band
Saturday, Aug. 7, in Fancy from Frankfort area. to do some
Farm, Ky. located just west of picking before the speaking,"
Mayfield in Graves County.
Wilson said. "If you remember.
Wilson said a small part of the Rep. Rocky Adkins, D-Sandy
political line-up has already Hook, our emcee in 2008, startbeen confirmed.
ed the tradition of having them
"We have some yes-no confir- to 'hit it' with speakers who
mations with several pending. went over the time hinit and this
Normally, we won't get the bulk proved to be a very warmly•
•
of the confirmations until just accepted tradition On 3 sidebar,
•
one to two weeks before the Adkins is expected to do some
1, ti_•
event," Wilson said. ,
picking with them this year."
Rep. Jeff Hoover, RFor those that are interested in
Jamestown. the GOP Minority
more than just politics, there
Leader in the Kentucky House.
will be plenty of other reasons
will emcee the speaking this
to head toward Fancy Farm the
year.
first Saturday in August...
Interest from groups wanting
bingo. games, sunshine. friends
to set up for the event has also
and family as well as sizzling
already begun.
- - Hwy. 641 South • Murray
barbecue and many other good
753-4961 • Fax 759-9918 .
"We are already booking sevthings to eat.
spots
eral of our RV parking
Website: toyotaohnurray.com
"Sweet com has already been
r
which is pretty indicative of the
Hrs: 8 am - 7 pm Mort.-Fri •
processed, slabs have been
which
we
anticipate
large
crowd
8 am- 5 pm Sat.
unloaded for the BBQ, the new
this year," Wilson said.
1111110I
OM ELIZA lip/
it
Some good entertainment 1. blue Dodge Charger is here and
things are abuzz in downtown
Fancy Farm, Ky," Wilson said.
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT, IT RENT IT
More information concerning
fit
the line-up is expected around
.41
ar.
mid-July. For more information
lag
7
4
concerning the picnic. go onOC
•
or,
line to www.fancyfarinky.topc#;
70
ities.com
or
www.fancyfamipicnic.org.

Prices clearly marked on the lot
and online!

You don't want to miss this deal.

If you're looking for a new Toyota
now is the time to buy.
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Story addition
A Saturday, June 26, photo
featured a cupola installation at
the new Etherion Chiropratic
building. The cupola was built
locally by Shane Dorsey, a
Calloway County resident.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to COTTCC
errors. To report a news mistake or error, call 753-19 16.
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`Swan Song' opens in Cadiz to enthusiastic audience
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Special to the Ledger
cAt)11.
- The world premiere of "Swan
Song," a play With country' music written by Chan
Chandler. open'd June 25 at the Renaissance
Center in downtown Cadiz to enthusiastic crowds.
Part of The Summer Lakes Tour presented by
Twilight Theatre Productions, "Swan Song"
includes nearly nonstop music performed by
locals Ron Lynch and Justin Pennington. Producer
Shirley Teach Johnson said, 'This production
bnngs top-notch national level talent to the area
and we're delighted that so many' people have
been able to enjoy the show."
"Swan Song" will Way in three different locations on different dates throughout the summer
months in this area. It will be back at the
Renaissance Center in Cadiz July 9-10 at 8 p.m.
Dinner is available at 6:30 p.m. by reservation. A
special show will be held at the LBL Planetarium
on July 15 at 7:30 p.m. The show will conclude
with performances on July 23, 23, 30 and 31 at
KenLake State Resort Park and dinner is available
at 6:30 p.m. by reservation. Echoing the mission
statement of Twilight Theatre Pnxiuctions; "It is
our goal to bring original work to Kentu,:ky, for

Kentucky'. aboui Kentucky,- the musical is set in
Trigg County and features the lite story of the
Rambler, a man who has lived too hard and lost
too much.
Twilight Theatre Productions was founded
more than 42 years ago by' the late Robert E
Johnson and his wife, Shirley 7each Johnson,
founder and producer. Johnson his performed in
the arts hei entire life and she has wntten and
directed over 100 television programs. Charles
Edward Hall, Artistic Director, was an onginal
member of Twilight productions. He is a native of
Frankfort and a graduate of Murray State
University. where he met the Johnsons. Hall lives
in New York City, where he has performed as a
actor on Broadway, off-Broadway, regionally' and
has toured nationally and internationally. In addition to many other roles, he was featured in The
75th Anniversary DVD of the Christmas
Spectacular at Radio City Music Hall where. for
over 21 years, he has delighted audiences with his
portrayal of Santa Claus.
Chan Chandler, playwright. has worked for
many years in the entertainment business as producer, writer, stage manager, filmmaker and
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GRAND OPENING
Roger D'soSports Lounge
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Hot Grilled Dinner Menu
dinnor roll
All mats include: 1 main dish + 2 sidos
Plus choke of 1 dorsursticsboor or sodat
Thursday: Grilled Ribeye
Friday: Pork Chop or Pork Steak
Saturday: Pork Ribs
(Half/Full Slab)
Chicken
Grilled
Sunday:

$15.99
$12.99
$11.99/$19.99
$12.99

SIDES:
Baked Potato w/Butter/Sour Cream, Coleslaw.
Corn On A Cob, Baked Beans, Potato Salad,
Green Beans (subject to change)
Additional Sides @ $1.50 each
SANDWICHES AVAILABLE
• BBQ $4.00 • Hamburger $3.50
$4.00
Cheeseburger
Polish Sausage $3.50 • Bratwurst $4.00
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AVAILABLE AT BAR:
Pizza $10.00 • Chips $1.00.Nuts $1.00
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Murray Art Guild opens
Hauge exhibit on Friday
••
I •
%
•
611•
•WI

Duran Duran. Michael Bolton, John Barry, Brave
Combo and the New York Pops Orchestra.
Traveling extensively, Chan has produced and
martaged tours for more artists including Marvin
Ham!isch, Tony Bennett and Chet Atkins.

teacher. Chan's tnusicals have been prottuced in
New N'ork City including "An Upper West Sitir
Story" anti "Stars in My Eyes". Chan has written
and produced many songs over the years and
worked with a wide variety of artists including

0•

•

HAPPY HOUR

a

Daily 3-6 p.m.

ruf

STATE LINE HWY. 121 SOUTH • 731-232-S13S
Smoking
*i.a/6 in

Photo provided
Paintings by the late Crornweil Hauge such as the one pictured above will be featured in an
?xhibit that opens July 2.
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The Nturra Art Guild is hosting a summer open house from 6-8
p.m. Friday July 2. Exhibited work includes the work ot the late
Cromwell Hauge (such as that pictured above), who was one of the
founding members of the Guild. Hauge was a prolific artist and the
work exhibited includes various stages of her artistic development,
be for sale. The open house also commences the
many of which
Guild's annual membership and supporter drive. Members of the
community are invited to join ihe Guild in promoting the education
anti appreciation of visual art in our area. During the open house
there will be display's of the Guild's print darknx)m and clay studio.
A silent auction of original artwork including hand txxind book art,
fiber an, drawings, paintings, and an original music commission
will also be held. Everyone is invited. For additional information
contact the Guild at 7534(159 or murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Why I Advertise......
In over 25 years in business, I have
found that advertising in the
Murray Ledger & Times is the most
effective means ofreaching our customers and potential customers.
Newspaper advertising allows us
to promote our Auto, Home, Farm,
Life and Health insurance throughout Murray and Calloway County.

Arts in the Region
• Mayfield's Purchase Players
will perform 'The Jungle Book,"
adapted from The "Mowgli" stories of Rudyard Kipling. at 7 p.m.
Friday and Saturday and at 2
p.m. Sunday at the Community
Periorming Arts Center. For tickets, call 251-9035 or visit
www.purchaseplayers.com.
• Lew Jetton & 61 South will
play from noon to 4 p.m.
Saturday at Four Rivers Harley
Davidson in Paducah as part of
Rerz1 Hot and Blue Weekend.
• Land Between the Lakes'
Golden Pond Planetarium continues its laser shows and
Summei Nights program continues throughout the summer. For
reservations or more information, call (270) 924-2154 or look
at a complete schedule at
www.lbl.org.
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents the
movie "Mother and Child," starring Pans Tenn native Cherry
Jones Annette Bening. Naomi
Watts, Samuel L Jackson, Kerry
Washington and Jimmy Smitts
Friday Saturday and Sunday
For details and show times visit
www maidenalleycinema org
• Draffenville s Kentucky Opry
will host a free bluegrass night
Friday starting with the Jam ses-

sion at 6:30 p.m. and continuing
with bands at 7:30 p.m. A variety
show with patriotic music at 8
p.m. Saturday At 10.30 a.m.
each Sunday. they will hcst
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
For tickets, call (270) 527-3869
or .1-888-459-8704.
• Land Between The Lakes
Century
19th
will
host
Photography with wet plate artist
Tim Parson Saturday from 10
a.m. to noon and 1-4 p.m. at the
Homeplace Living History Farm.
For more information on this programs and other upcoming
events, visit our online calendar
at www.lbl.orgiCALGate.html or
call 270-924-2000 or 800-5257077.
• The Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
presents work from famed
Kentucky photographer James
Archambeault through Aug. 22
• Playhouse in the Park will
host a theatrical make-up class
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m Saturday,
July 10. To register, call Jesstca
Norwood at (270) 205-6179 no
later than today (July 11
To add an event to The art-,
calendar, contact HawkIns
753-1916 or
at
Teague
hteague(c? murrayledger com

We now serve over 4.000 local
families and are a company leader
in long term care insurance.
Delivering a consistent, effective
message through our ads in the
Ledger & Times has been a crucial
part of building our business.
- Bob Cornelison, Master Agent
C'alloway County Farm Bureau

To find out how we can
help grow your business
call our
Advertising Department
at

HOME & AUTO INSURANCE
(Avallable.ori City or Courqt)
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GOP nixes unemployment for 1.7 million

Obituary
Sammie Ray Collie

WASHINGTON (AP)- l'or Democrats' jobs agenda, which
the third time in as many weeks, has largely fallen prey to GOP
on concerns about the deficit.
Republicans
Senate
Wednesday successfully filibus- Although a hiring tax break
tered a bill to continue providing passed in February, ambitious
unemployment checks to mil- plans for new road construction,
incentives for so-called green
lions of people.
But this time, since the jobs, and, more recently, fundslimmed-down measure attract- ing for cash-starved state goved two Republican votes, its ernments and local school dispassage seems assured next tricts are languishing in the face
month once a replacement is in of Republican resistance.
Save for GOP moderates
place for Sen. Ruben C. Byrd,
D-W.Va.. who died on Monday. Olympia Snowe anti Susan
Senate Majority' Leader Collins of Maine. Republicans
Harry Reid, D-Nev.. a supporter uniformly opposed the $33 bilof the bill, had to vote "nay" to lion jobless aid measure because
take a procedural step that its cost would he added to the
would allow for a revote. Even nation's $13 trillion national
though the tally stood at 58-38. debt.
The House is slated to vote
Democrats were in reality just
one vote short of the 60 needed on a companion jobless aid
to beat the filibuster. Sen. Ben measure on Thursday, though
Nelson of Nebraska wa.s the sole the Senate's action renders it a
futile gesture as Congress gets
Democrat against the bill.
Immediately after the jobless ready to depart Washington for
aid vote. the Senate cleared for its cherished 4th of July recess.
Without an extension, 1.7
President Barack Obama's signature a measure to give home- million of the 7 million people
buyers an extra three months to who have been without a job for
finish qualifying for federal tax at least six months will have lost
creation. "This coalition will be incentives that boosted home their unemployment benefits by
Spe‘ial to the Ledger
the end of this week, according
a
as
months
the first of its kind west of sales last spring.
For the past eight
The jobless aid measure is to the Labor Department.
part of the United Way's Bowling Green," said Aaron
"We have a basic responsibilCommunity Impact program, a Dail, United Way's director of one of the last remnants of the
committee has been working to resource development.
Kentucky has seven regional
help local families understand
their budgets and finances. asset building coalitions. coverBB&T Bank's Mike Maxwell ing the Commonwealth from
WASHINGTON (AP) - ers at the White House this
leads the committee, which is Bowling Green to Covington.
The committee's long term President Barack Obama hopes week.
spearheading an effort to create
Obama has said a compregoal is to expand this effort to rally new momentum behind
an Asset Building Coalition.
means
solution
An Asset Building Coalition throughout the Purchase and the push for an immigration hensive
consists of a three-prong Pennyrile regions to serve coun- overhaul by explaining why he "accountability for everybodycomprehensive - from the U.S. government
a
thinks
ties west of Bowling Green.
approach, which includes:
The United Way committee's approach is the only way to fix meeting its obligation to secure
• Asset building
first step is its creation of a what he and others say is a sys- the border, to businesses facing
• Financial education
the consequences of knowingly
Tax tem badly in need of repair.
Income
• Volunteer income tax assis- Volunteer
Obama was laying out his employing illegal immigrants, to
Assistance (VITA)site.
tance
The site will open January rationale in a speech Thursday, those who enter the country illeThe committee has partnered
with the [RS. the Kentucky 2011 and serve to help those in his first as president on the gally owning up to their actions
before they can begin the
Domestic Violence Association the community achieve free tax issue.
Obama wasn't expected to process of becoming citizens.
(KDVA ) and the Office of returns and claim Earned
Recent developments on
announce any new proposals or
Regional Stewardship at Murray Income Tax Credits tEITC).
policy changes. But feeling immigration influenced his deciState University to assist in its
pressure from a range of sup- sion to give a speech, White
porters, he was aiming to jump- House officials say', most
start the effort he had promised notably Arizona's enactment of
to make a priority' in his first a tough anti-immigrant law and
year and which advocates had protests across the country
hoped would be completed by against it.
"He thought this was a good
now.
The speech follows up on time to talk plainly with the
back-to-back meetings Obama American people about his
immigration,on
had with advocates and lawmak- views
The tuneral tor Sammie Ray Collie will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel ot J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev.
Robert McKinney' will officiate. Pallbearers will be
Michael Jetton. Chad Hughes, Austin Jetton, Kelly
C'olson. Tony Collie. Ricky' Tharpe and Darren
C'ollie. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral honie after 5 p.m.
Friday. Online condolences may' be made at
ww w.thejtichurchiIIfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Collie. 75. Murray. died Tuesday. June 29.
2010, at his residence. He retired after 13 years of
service with the former Murray Division of the
Collie
Tappan Company and was a member of First
Baptist Church.
Born (ktober 10. 1934 in Marshall County'. he WAS the son of the
late Dewey and Betty Tucker Collie.
Sunivors include his wife. Lois Donelson, Collie; two daughters,
Melissa Holland and husband, Rick. and Dinah Crews. all of
Henderson. N.C.: three sons, Tony Collie and wife. Debbie, and
Darrin Collie and wife, Carla. all of Murray, and Ricky Collie.
Henderson. N.C.: three sisters. Barbara Kitterer and Gracie Phillips.
both of Bethalto, III., and Alice Short and husband, Bill, Moro, Ill.:
seven grandchildren. Tracy Manning. Michael Manning and wife,
Linda. Ricky Collie Jr.. Jessica Johnson. Michael Jetton and wife.
Stephanie. Austin Jetton and Tony Lee; five great-grandchildren,
Timothy (Timbo) Duncan. Trey. Duncan, Erin Manning. Lexie
Manning and Leeya Johnson.
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United Way offers tax help

ity to help our constituents And most economists sak
respond to emergencies.- said extending benefits for the unem
Reid. "We have a fundamental ployed is a good way to 'dim
obligation not to deny them the late the economy since thc
help they' need when they' need it money is immediately recycled
into the economy'.
the most."It means they've got II
Marna has urged lawmakers
to spend about $50 billion to in their pocket tin the local
help states pay for Medicaid cers. store. tor the local ga,
programs and to avoid teachei non anti the local hardy,.1,
ild.,
layoffs. but Democrats in store,- Labor Secretary
Congress lui‘e been unable to Solis said. "It mean, mint
money in local economies and
come up with the votes.
Governors made another plea more job creation.Republicans want to pay tin
Wednesdey for money to help
them avoid layoffs of state the unemployment benefits with
unspent money from last year's
employees
"This is crucial for Ameiica massive economic recovery
and crucial to the citizens of our package.
The Deniocrats' unemploystates.- Pennsylvania Gov. Ed
Rendell said at a Washington. ment bill would provide up to 99
D.C.. news conference with weekly unemployment checks
governors from New York, averaging about $300 to people
Maryland, Washington. Kansas whose 26 weeks of state-paid
benefits have run out. The beneand Michigan.
Rendell said Pennsylvania fits would be available through
stands to lose $850 tnillion in the end of November. at a cost
of $33 billion. There are no oll
Medicaid money. Kansas Gov
Mark Parkinson said his state sets in the bill. so the cost would
might have to lay off 3,600 add to the deficit.
It's a tough vote for sonic
teachers.
Many Democrats see state lawmakers who want to help
aid and unemployment benefits constituents hit hard by thc
as insurance against the econo- recession but are wary of beinti
my sliding back into recession. labeled big spenders.

Obama calls for immigration overhaul

Kopperud Realty's

apen Natal?

Sabi/day, Ply 3 • 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Al-Qaida tied to
N.Y. bomb plot

129 Pinewood Drive
This absoluiefi impeccable 4 bedroom.
; bath home in Panorama Shores features a double sided wood burning fireplace.
wet bar. beautiful screened porch. deck with bnck tire pit that is built into the deck
see it includand J 2 car atta,hed garage' This home comes full furnished as
lug ridine ntower and golf can Located I block from subdirasion boat launch
Purchase thi, pmperi!, and be on vacation tomorrow Built by a builder for his peranon home and IT SHONA'S' Priced at S200.900 MLS #57141
•

CUSTOM BULL LAKE AREA HOME'

753-1222

711 Main St.

11° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
... 9710.70 • 5.32
64.78 - 0.03
254.14 + 2.61
..........2411 + 0.02
26.41 + 0.10
14.33 • 0.04
Bank of America
16.99 • 0.03
Brims & Stratton
24.85 • 0.09
Bristol Al?ers Squibb
69 82 • 0 26
Caterpillar
Cho nin Texaco Corp 68.11 + 0.26
51-55 + 1.00
Daimler Chr?sler
10.05 • 0.02
Dean Foods
57.05 • 0.03
Exxon-310N
10.23 + 0.15
Ford !Motor
14_12 - 0.10
(;eneral Electric
+ 0.07
Chao:SmithKline ADR
6;.95 - 0.30
Goodrich
10.02 + 0.08
Goodsear
Dou Jones Ind.
Air Products
Apple
AT&T.

pl

HopFed Bank'
I B M .-

s „is i if .1

9.00

B 9.24 A
+ 0.12

-12.1.60

19.70 + 0.01
KnVer
.21.14 • 0.02
Mattel
...... .......65.85 • 0.02
McDonalds
14.60 • 037
Merck
.23.14 + 0.13
Nficrosoft
21_19 - 0.09
J.C. Penne,
61.00 + 0.02
Pepsico. Inc
14.21 • 0.05
Pfizer. Inc
6.6.1 + 0.05
Regions Financial
64.24 - 0.41
Sears Holding orp
28.90 • 0.01
Time Narner
22.51 + 0.16
Bancorp
48.09 - 0.h4
WeilPoint Inc
48.10 + 0.03

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
2/0.753 3366 I 800 444.1854
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGER&TIMES

NEW YORK (AP) Counterterrorism officials have
linked one of the nation's most
wanted terrorists to last year's
thwarted plot to bomb the New
York subway system.
Authorities believe that
Shukrijunriah (ahdAdnan
NAHN'el SHOOK'-ree joohmHAH') met wiih one of the
would-be suicide bombers in a
plot that Attorney General Eric
Holder called one of the most

dangerous since 9/11. Officials
say Shukrijumah is a.mong the
top candidates to be al-Qaida's
next head of external operations,
the man in charge of planning
attacks worldwide.
Federal prosecutors have
named Shukrijumah in a draft
indictment but were still discussing whether to pursue it.
Some feared the extra attention
would hinder efforts to capture
him.

Kagan affirms death penalty
WASHINGTON (API Supreme Court nominee Elena
Kagan is reaffirming her support
for the death penalty, saying its
constitutionality is "established
law."
by
questioning
Under
Democratic Sen. Dick Durbin at
her contimiation hearing. Kagan

says she has a different outlook
than her mentor, the late Justice
Thurgood Marshall, who dissented in every death penalty
case based on moral grounds.
Kagan says she believes the
death penalty is "settled precedent going forward" and generally should not be disrupted.
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spokesman Bill
Burton said.
Still,
prospects
appear bleak
for getting a
bill to Obama's
before
desk
lawmakers
leave town in
the fall to camObama
paign for reelection in November. and the
president could be partly'
responsible for that. In April. he
gave lawmakers some wiggle
room when he said Congress
may not have the appetite to deal
with immigration this year following a tough legislative year
in 2009.
The political reality is that to
get a bill Obama needs
Republican support, mostly in
the Senate, where Demtx:rats
fall short of the 60 votes needed
to overcome GOP stalling tactics. Obama has mentioned that
lack of cross-party support in his
recent comments on immigration.
"I've got to have some support from Republicans.- he said
at a May news conference with
visiting Mexican President
Felipe Calderon.
Obama has endorsed a proposal by Sens. Chuck Schumer.

D-N.Y.. and Lindsey Graham
R-S.C., that would require illegal immigrants, among other
things, to admit they broke thc
law. pay fines and back taxe,
and perfomi community servicc
to eventually obtain legal status
But Graham since has balked al
acting on immigration this year
and no other Senate Republican
has come forward.
Some Republicans want to
act first on measures to tighten
security' along the U.S.-Mexico
border, but Obama disagree,
with that approach. His administration has acted to improve border security. including increasing personnel and equipment
along the border.
Obama recently' ordered
1,200 National Guard troops to
the border to boost security anti
asked C'ongress Mr an additional S6(K) million to support personnel and improve technology
there. More than 500 of those
Guard troops are to be sent to
Arizona.
The Arizona law requires
police enforcing another statute
to clarify a person's immigration
status II there's reason to believe
the individual is in the U.S. illegally. Several states and communities are considering similai
legislation. which Obatna says is
an understandable byproduct.

Brown cuts his own
`backroom deal'
WASHINGTON (AP) Republican Scott Brown owes
his election in part to the public
furor over the so-called
Cornhusker Kickback, the backmom deal that Sen. Ben Nelson
of Nebraska struck for his vote
to pass the health care bill.
Now he is following Nelson's
example, winning concessions
in the financial overhaul bill on
behalf of Massachusetts banks.
The "Massachusetts Miraclewho delivered Edward M.
Kennedy's Senate seat to
Republicans is now' wheeling
and dealing with both panies

and hinting that he just might
vote with Democrats if they
agree to goodies for financial
institutions in his state.
It's an instructive look this
midterm election year at how
quickly a candidate who canipaigned against "closed-door
meetings" and "backroom
deals- can leam to craft them
once in office.
Brown scored an exemption
for home-state interests like
Fidelity Investments and the
Massachusetts Mutual Lilt:
Insurance Co. froni some neka
restrictions on trading.
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will meet Friday from 7-9 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist t;hurch Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299,
at Stella.
Featured will be the group, Gospel Tones,
composed tif James ‘'aughli Edwards of
Sedalia, Mo., Joc Pat James of Murray,
Herman Robertson of Auburndale, Fla., and
Billy Ford of Lebanon,'Fenn. This will be a
fundraiser for the Goshen Cemetery'.
Jo's
public is invited. For more informaDatebook tionThe
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
By J ) Borkeen
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761Community
2666.
Editor
Phyllis Teeters

The first Gary Taylor Memorial Breakfast by Boy Scout Troop
45 will be Saturday from 7-10 a.m. in the gym of First United
Methodist Church. The troop will be serving country ham, biscuits,
eggs and pits. Tickets are $7 in advance ($10 at the door) and can
be purchased from a member of Troop 45 of the Boy Scouts or in
the church office. The breakfast is dedicated to the memory of longtime troop committee chairman. Gary Taylor. who died earlier this
year. Taylor cared deeply about citizen and leadership development
in the community's youth. For information call the church at 7533812.

MHS All-Class reunion Saturday
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Murray High School All-Class reunion will be Saturday at the
Murray High School building on Doran Road. "Meet and Greet"
will be at 10 a.m. and the meal will be served at 11:30 a.tn
Reservations may be made by calling Roy Weatherly at 759-1795.

MHS Class of 1980 plans reunion
Murray. High Schtx)I Class of 1980 will hold its 30-y'ear class
reunion on Friday and Saturday. An informal get-together will be
Friday at 6 p.m. at The Keg in Murray. The class reunion will be
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. For more information
on class members or needing additional information contact Martha
Pitman Rogers at Martha.rogersgferguson.com.

MHS Class of 1955 plans reunion
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lhe Murray High School graduating class of 1955 will have its
55th year reunion on Friday, July 2, at 6 p.m. at The Big Apple.
Friends of the class arc invited to join the group for the event.

FBC plans prayer booth
First Baptist Church will have a prayer booth on the court square
and a cooling shelter will be at the Net building located on South
4th Street off of the court square.

Garland reunion Saturday
The Garland Family. Reunion will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. Barbecue for the potluck will be
fumished. For more information call Charlotte Garland at 7539656.

Art (;uild plans open house
The Murray' Art Guild. 5(X) North 4th St., Murray, will have open
house on Friday from 6-8 p.m. Exhibited work will include the
work of the late Cromwell Hauge.

Red Cross Swim Lessons at city park
Red Cross swim lessons are still in progress at the MurrayCalloway County Park Pool. according to Jennifer Wilson, executive director of the Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red
Cross. Persons may enroll for the classes to be July 5-10 and July
12-17 by contacting this week at the chapter office. 753-1421 or email Jwilson@callowaycordcross.org.

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet
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Reception and Speech
Fund Benefit Concert
to honor Etherton

will sing Friday
at Glory Bound Entertainment
GOSpel Tones

Taylor Memorial Breakfast Saturday

Amencan Legion Ladies Auxiliary' Unit 473 will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
Dr., Murray. Female spouses and daughters of vettrans are Invited.
The agenda will include planning for future fund-raisers and projects to help veterans. Refreshments will be served. For more information call Townya Ritzi at 293-3145.

Special groups offered
Domestic Violence support/educational groups are currently
being offered on a weekly basis. For more infotmation on dates and
times call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Legion officers giving help

Service Officers of American Legion Post rn will be available
each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway
County' with the completion of forms and the tiling of claims with
the Veterans Administration at the Legion Post at 310 Bee Creek
Dr. No appointment is necessary. For information call 752-3333.

d tWeide

We Offer 3 Things
1. Competitive Prices
2. High Quality
3. Superb Service

New Beginnings hears
Teeters and Winchester
New' Beginnings Support
Group met recently at Westside
Baptist Church. 207 Robertson
Road South. just off Ky. Hwy.
94 West, Murray.
Phyllis Teeters. a substance
abuse therapist and speaker, was
the keynote speaker for the
evening. Teeters shared how
growth has come about in the
substance abuse field and why
certain things work in recovery'.
Her trip through reality and lessons learned were of benefit to
all, %ince substance abuse is
such a huge problem in our society.
Joseph Winchester entertained
with dinner music on the piano.

lie is a music student (il Linda
Wright.
The next meeting of NBSG
will be Suturday at 6:30 p.m. at
Westsidc Baptist Church. The
meal will be catered.
Jennifer Linn, speaker, will
begin her inspirational presentation at 7 p.m. and will end at
8:30 p.m.. in time for all to get
to Freedom Fest Fireworks
Extravaganza in the pial. which
is scheduled for 9:30 pm.
These meetings and meals are
free and open to the public.
Convenient parking is in the rear
of the building. For a ride or
more inforniation call Ron or
Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Sparks lecture to
air on KET in July
Murray State University's Dr.
Harry M. Sparks Lecture Series
is scheduled to air on the
Educational
Kentucky
Television MET) network in
July. The lecture was held on
June 17. with Dr. Terry
Kentucky
Hol I iday.
Commissioner of Education as
the featured speaker for this
event.
Holliday. a native of Belton,
was selected at
S.C.,
Kentucky's fifth commissioner
of education in July of 2009.
From 2002 to 2009, Holliday
served as superintendent for
students.
Iredell-Statesville
Dunng that time he was honored with a vanety of awards
such as: 2009 North Carolina
Superintendent of the Year.
2009 Grayson Medal for
Innovation in Quality from the
American Productivity Quality
Council and selection as a 2008
Friend of NCAAHPERD, a
physical education and health
award
His previous experience
includes: superintendent of the
Transylvania County school
system in Brevard, N.C., and
associate superintendent and
director of accountability for
Rock Hill School District 3 in
York County. He earned a bachelor's degree from Furman
University, a master's degree
and education specialist degree
from Winthrop University; and
a doctorate from the University
of South Camlina.
The 2010 Sparks Lecture
series, is an annual event hosted
by the College of Education to
honor Dr. Harry M. Sparks. the
fifth president of Murray State
University.
Airing dates and times for the
Sparks Lecture on KETKY are
July 6 at 9 a.m., July 8 at 2 p.m .

We Want To Be
YOUR JEWELER

July 13 at 4 p.m. All times are
eastern.
For information about the lecture. contact Kellie Harlan in
the College of Education Dean's
Office at( 270)8(N-3817.

•
•
Drew University names
•
• to dean s list
Ragovin
MADISON. N.J. -- Drew University student Rachel Drucilla
Ragovin of Murray, Ky.. has been named to the dean's list for the
Spring 2010 semester.
In order to qualify for the dean's list, students must earn a grade
point average of .4.4 or above, which is equivalent to a 8+ or better.
Founded in 1X67. Drew is a selective. independent. coeducational university with a total enrollment of more than 2,5(X) students in
its College of I.iberal Arts, Caspersen School of Graduate Studies
and Theological School. Widely recognized tor academic excellence and its tight-knit. diverse community. Drew is routinely listed
among the nation's top colleges by The Princeton Review.
Having won Rhodes, Fulbright, Truman. Goldwater, Marshall and
National Science Foundation scholarships, Drew students are
among the best in the nation The university is one of three in New
Jersey with a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the nation's most prestigious academic honor society.
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• Theatres.
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS .
SCHEDULE GOOD- THRU JULY 6
• Shorrtmes Before 6 p m • • :
•
• DaPy•
••
• •
•
Mpaviesmmurray com

& Gifts

The Last Airbender ;
PG • 1:00 • 3:20 - 7:00 - 9:20
Grown Ups
PG13-1:35 -3:50-7:10-9:25
Toy Story 3 s',",,= ::,%.,,, .
G-12:50-3:15- 6:50 -9:15
Twilight Eclipse

RED,WHITE & BLUE SALE

20% OFF
All Trees & Shrubs

6

PG13 • 12:50- 1:20 - 3:35.4.05
6:55-8:00- 9:45

(Cash & Carry Only)

( 50% OFF

Showtimes Before'
6 p.m. Daily

}
& Bedding Plants

The Karate Kid
PG - 3:30 - 9:40
The A-Team
PG13 - 1:10 - 7:20
Knight & Day
PG13 - 1:25 - 3.40 - 7:30 - 9:50
I

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

6

(showing 2 screens,

4

1

• Program
. Information Call 753-3314 •
..

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday

Glory 1-30ttini Ministries welcomes

The Gospel Tones
For a reunion with local friends. The co,pel Tones group started several years ago by
James Vaughn Edwards is composed ot James Vaughn, Sedalia Missouri; Billy Ford,
Lebanon, Tennessee; Herman Robertson, Auburndale, Fla. & Joe Pat James
of Murray, Kentucky. This will be a fundraiser for the Goshen Cemetery.

Friday, July 2nd • 7:00 p.m.
Goshen Family Fellowship Center

Across From McDonalds

112 N. 1291 Street -

Joseph Winchester

A reception honoring Mark Etherton, former Murray High School
on
teacher and speech/drama coach will be held from 2:30 - 4 p
Saturday
The door% wi'l ()pen at 2:30 p.m. and the program will begin at A
p.m. at the Murray Middle School Library.
Community. members. fnends of Mark and the MHS speech program. current and former students and faculty members are invited
and encouraged to attend. Attendees will also he able to bid on a
variety ot silent auction items donated by lonner students and community artisans.
The Ethenon Speech Fund Benefit Concert featuring Kaci Bolls
and Rob Carpenter. graduates ot Murray High School and former
members of the speech program who have pursued successful
careers in the music industry, will he held in the Murray Middle
School auditorium from 4-6 p.M.
Proceeds from the auction and concert will benefit the Murray
High School Speech and Drama Program through the M1SD
Foundation for Excellence Etherton Speech l'und Endowment.
Donations will he accepted. Both events are open to the public.
Additional information is available on Facebook.com or by calling Debbie Burgess at 293-7678. Contributions to the fund can be
mailed to Foundation for Excellence, PO BOX 1417, Murray. KY
42071 or go online at http://w wwmurray foundation.net .

Alagnowek
.6-

Jewelers Since 1961

www.finleysl

e-mail: jo.burkeenemurrayledger.ea.

,4(

As.;,1

Murray, KY - 270-761-4367

liwy. 121 North, Stella, Kentucky

Everyone is invited to hear Southern Gospel at its best.

Murray I.edge
Murray Ledger & Times
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Eight men arrested, accused
of 'scrapping' in county
ante iceder. While in% estigat- Murray was ;:harged with
County mg the theft. several other thefts Receiving stolen property over
The ('alloway
sheriff's office has reported were discovered. Deputies $10.000, Theft By Unlawful
arresting eight individuals in recovered the cattle feeder. a 'Taking Farm Equipment and
three separate mtidents in the hay.. baler. a tobacco scaffold Theft By Unlawful Taking last few weeks who have been wagon. a dump bucket from a Other
front end loader and a 2007
accused 01 "scrapping." 01 scat.
On June 23. CCSO responded
enging for materials that can Chevrolet pickup truck. These to a report of a suspicious vehiindividuals were also "scrap- cle in the New Concord area.
later be sold at scrap yards.
On June I I. CC'SO responded ping." it was reported.
Deputies responded to the area
Three
individuals
were and located the vehicle and
to a report of a possible burglary
in progress. t!poll arrival, charged in connection to these made contact with three individdeputies reported finding two thefts and face charges. They uals. The were also "scrapping,"
individuals removing various were:
it was reported. An investigation
• Andrew Cunningham. 18, of
items from an sacant house. The
was conducted and the items
individuals advised they were Murray- was charged with
were returned to their rightful
"scrapping." Both %WIC arrested Receiving Stolen Property over
owner. All three were arrested
$10.000
and
Theft
By
and face the following charges:
and and face the following
• Jonathan Lomax, 22, of Unlawful Taking of Farm
charges:
Murray. was chartzed with Equipment.
• Danny Joyce, 22, of Murray.
• Donald Fleeger, 18, of
Burglary' in the Third Degree
Murray was charged with was charged with Theft By
and Theft By Unlawful Taking.
• Travis Byassee. 22, of Receiving Stolen Property over Unlawful taking Under $500.
• Cory O'Neill, 35, of Murray.
Murray. was charged with $10.000, Then By Unlawful
Burglary' in the Third Degree Taking of Farm Equipment. and was charged with Theft By
and 'Theft By Unlawful Taking. two counts of Receiving Stolen Unlawful taking Under $5(X).
• Joseph Gertsch. 26, of
On June 22. the Sheriff's Property under $10.000.
Murray, was charged with Theft
• Bocephus Moss. 18. o
Office took a then report on a
By Unlawful taking Under
$5(X).
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum said he wanted to thank
the citizens for reporting the
suspicious activity. and urges all
citizens to report any suspected
illegal activity to the Sheriff's
Office by calling 753-3151 or
by e-mail at tipsqcallkyso.com.
Staff Report

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant

/
1
4

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Fireworks Saturday, July 3rd!
vi• Will Be Open Monday, July Sth
Open 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat., Sun. thru Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypreasspringsresort.com

270-436-5496

Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

PEDIATRIC
GI?OUP OP
PADUCAH,
P.S.C.
Announc&i

Glen S. Chaney, M.D.,
Retiring July 1, 2010.
grateful h) have been of
servicefor 55 yew's and ivitsheif to
thank you.

Dr Chaney

Patieni:0 care to be continued by partner
1)1 your choice.
Irnled,0 oiherivide requedted all record,
be maintained at the
Pediatric Group qfPaducah.

•Locke, awards...
From Front
pick up or drop off supplies by reporting altitude
and direction of enemy fire - the most immediate
threat.
"We had to get the
loads on and off as som
pos,.ible.- he said.
"We'd stay in the 'LZ'
as short a titne as possible while taking fire and
we took fire quite often.
The commander of the
aircraft was doing the
flying and I was doing
the directing."
According to the
Department of the Army.
then Specialist Locke
"distinguished himself
Lock*
while serving as a crew
chief of a CH47 cargo
helicopter during a resupply mission in support of
a besieged allied firetrase in Laos. Enroute with
vital supplies, Specialist Locke's aircraft came
under intense enemy anti-aircraft fire and on final
appmach to the landing zone came under hostile
mortar fire." according to Col. George C. Viney,
chief of staff at the 10Ist Airborne Division
Headquarters.
What Locke did not know is that his commander put hiin up for decorations about which he
knew or saw nothing until years later. A situation
many veterans may also face; particularly if they
were involved in covert operations during the war.
But with a little investigating and letters sent to
U.S. Army anti U.S. Air Force departments.
Locke is now receiving some of the awards he
earned from the Laos mission anti others during
his service to his country.
"Part of the reason I didn't get them is because.
at the time. these were such short tours." he said.
"I didn't know I had the,..z. coming; the air medal
with the 'V' device when I was there. I was just
doing missions. I didn't know that the commander put me in for these."
However there is another reason why some of
the awards were a while in coming: many of the
operations Locke participated in - particularly
incursions into Laos - were illegal at the time
under international law. Locke also participated in
the Central Intelligence Agency's "Air America"
program that was top secret and no medals or
recognition is forthcoming until the actions were
officially recognized by the military.
Locke has made progress in obtaining his U.S.
Air Force medals as well. He joined the Air Force
in 1954 and was sent to French Morocco in North
Africa and Thailand with the departments 2Ist
Special Operations Unit He served about Air
Force CH3E helicopters; also as a flight engineer.
"They've sent some already:," he said.
He later left the Air Force deciding to get out.
But later joined the U.S. Army instead.
"I was out a couple of years when I saw they
wanted some helicopter crew chief's back so I
decided to enlist." he said. "I went to Fort

Benning. Ga. for helicopter school and they sent
me td Vietnam."
He was stationed with the 10Ist near the DMZ
(demilitarized tone) where he spent his last tour
in Vietnam in 1971. He retired from the Army in
1976. He also qualifies for medals issued by the
Republic of South Vietnam for his services; however obtaining those may only be accomplished
through private dealers recommended by the military services.
However Locke's primary concern is that all
that served honorably in any branch of the U.S.
military during war or peacetime he recognized
for their achievements. ile has provided the following addresses where veterans of the U.S.
Army and Air Force can claim their medals.
"I want other soldiers out there to know where
they can get their medals. They deserve them

responsibte tor
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U.S. Army and Air Force veteran Thomas
Locke displays some of the medals he
eamed while serving aboard military helicopters dunng covert operations in Vietnam and
Laos.
Addresses listed for those U.S. Army veterans
that want to claim their medals is as follows:
Department of the Army. U.S. Anrny Human
Resources Command. 200 Stovall Street.
Alexandria, VA. 22332-0471. For the U.S. Air
Force the point of contact is: U.S. Air Force
Center,
ATTN:
Military
Personnel
HQAFPC/DPPPRA, 550 C Street. Suite 12.
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, 78150-47112.
Locke aiso recommends contacting Ron
McClure at the Veterans Affairs office in
Mayfield for more information about obtaining
military awards.

From Front

PRINCETON. Ky.(AP) — A worker flagging traffic in a work
zone in western Kentucky has been struck by a vehicle.
Kentucky Department of Highways spokesman Keith Todd said
the worker was struck on Kentucky 91 in Caldwell County where
new tum lanes are being built for a school complex.
Todd says the worker appeared to have severe head injuries and
was airlifted to a hospital.
Todd says it is the eighth accident in a work zone in a two-month
period in Highway District 2, which covers 11 counties in western
Kentucky. He says a normal number is one or two incidents each
year.
He says driver inattention contributed in a number of the accidents, and he urged motorists to slow down and pay attention while
driving through a work zone.

From Front
they are in their driveways.
Valuables such as purses, wallets, money, electronic items
and firearms should not be left
in vehicles unattended. he said.
Anyone with information
related to the thefts. or any other
crimes. is encouraged to call the
CCSO at 753-3151 or e-mailing
tips0Pcallkyso.com.
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Car hits flagman in construction zone

In Thefts...

Advertisers are

the first insedior

Ira ljr•lert•tar, t,

II Shooting...
charged with Assault in the First
Degree for his alleged involvement anti was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
CCSO said no further details
were available for release, but
that the investigation was continuing.

ADJLJS

Two escape while on work detail in Crittenden
MARION, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police have joined the
search for two western Kentucky jail inmates who walked off from
a work release detail.
A KSP news release on Wednesday stated 44-year-old Alonzo
Jackson and I9-year-old Christopher Chase Bingham disappeared
while out of the Crittenden County Detention Center in Marion.
A silver Ford extended cab pickup truck was reported stolen
near the time the two escaped.
Neither had been recaptured by Thursday morning.
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FIREWORKS: Over
500 Different Items.
Very
Low
Prices.
10am-10pm
Daily
through July 5. 5835
Old Murray Paris Rd.
Paris TN
Illinois Chidf *Extra
Sweet, Sweet.
Com.
.

S2 '75/1Dozen
270-293-3374

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
Old Fashion Whole
Sausage.
Hog
Of)
Processed
6/25/2010. 3LB rolls
$6.50. Call
(270) 293-7243 or
(270)436-5243
Orders for
Taking
Incredible sweet corn.
$3/ dozen. Call
270-489-291 7 or
270-293-0073
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and compa nies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

FOUND Small female
in
dog
erner
Estates.
Canterbury
Light brown with pink
collar Call
270-293-2843
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

MASONS & Tenders
needed Call
270-217-3530
SBG Real Property
Professionals, a iocal
real estate firm is seeking an OfficeMarketing
Assistant Good communication & computer
skills required This is a
full time position with
benefits
company
Health
including
Send
Insurance
to
Resume
manager@ shgproperty co

Help Wanted

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc., a national nonprofit organization dedicated to supporting
and empowenrig individuals with developmental disabilities is
seeking
currently
Community
Support
Marshall
Staff
in
County, KY. FT & PT
shifts
available
.
Responsibilities incl:
assisting individuals
with maintaining their
and
independence
empowering them to
integrated
become
members of their communities by providing
support in social, recreational, and vocational
activities. Assit individuals with daily living
skills and the development of independent
community
living,
administering medication and complete the
appropriate documentation and accompanying individual to and
from appointment and
activities. Req'd: HS
Diploma/GED, a valid
Driver's License, reliable transportation and
insurance. EOE Please
submit resumes to fax:
270-450-0812 or email:
cada spencerttcornop org

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help %%anted- section
on our classifieds
v.ebpage
murrayledger cum.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings %%ill appear on
this website
Hov.evei. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are plaaed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
question% regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
HEALTH and Safety
Specialist Needed.
Position is located in
Calvert City, KY.
3+ years of practical
expenence in Industrial
Services H&S role.
Pay based on qualifications
Apply on-line at
veenv.pscnow.apply2job
s.com<httpo7www.pscnow.apply2robs.com>
e-mail
OT
mstopherepscnow.co
m.
(EEO-M,F,VV)
LPN/RN Full-time Sofia, Sat & Sun. 10p-6a
Restorative
Mon
SRNA Full-time 6a-6p.
3 days one week, 4
days the next week
Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
Weekend Baby-sitter
rny home in Almo
Details call
270-206-5022

Accepting
.•resurnes
• • All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P0 Eiox 363
• Murray KY
42071
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
11.
2010.
Sept.
Classes are scheduled
for
11
on Saturdays
weeks Allowing you to
keep your present lob.
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Fiegistration
forms
available
at
www.bohledental.com
or call our office
2 70 - 4 4 2 - 0 2 56
Financing available.
Enrollment limited!

Caregiver needed fo
boy with multiple hand
icaps.
Wednesday
Friday
6:00pm6.30pm. Possible livein with weekends off.
Princeton, KY
270-365-0122

2 Adult Corn Snakes
with cage. lights. and
live mice. Call
270-767-7044 or
989-388-1233

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages 0-5. Expenenced
and trained staff. Fun
and nurturing environment for chilcren Care
involves daily activities.
crafts and educational
activities.
Mon-Fri
6:30am 5 30pm
767-1177

-

Now has operonc,bectirring Aug 2
Infants td 4 years old
Open
30arp-,430p.m

(270)293-6020
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

CHICCO Keyfit 30
infant carseat carrier
$75, Nap Nanny $70.
Fisher Price Starlight
Cradle n' Swing. $75 all
lightly used and like
new, 1718 Keenland
Drive, Murray. Call
2l0-978-2504.
DayIlly Sale! Potted
$2.50ea Hundreds to
select from. The Daylily
Garden on HWY-641 in
Puryear. TN. Across
from Mind Mart

-r

CHARiJE'S
ANTIQUE MALL
IN HAZEL
has vendor space
availabie its
NEW man
Liege Ifre10' hooth
only $57.00/mo.
Calf for details.

(270)492-142I I

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS'

(270) 753-17'13

Antique
3
Piece
Bedroom Suit. Fuil bed
with curved foot board,
armoire, vanity. dresser. 270-978-0206

For Sale 8-N Ford
Tractor with Plow-Disc
&
Grader
Blade,
S2 600OBO 270-2276044
Musical
KUSTOM 65 watt guitar amp with 12"
Celestian speaker and
built in digital effects
$170 270-339-4092

OWNER Finance**
3BR, 2BA, 1 acre.
$3,950 down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd
Almo
(615)397-3171
**OWNER Finance'•
3BR. 2BA, Lake area
setting
beautiful
down
$3,950
S534,mo
6058 Dunbar Rd
New Concord, KY
615-397-3171
2 yr. old Manufactured
Home 28x52, 3BR
2BA. on Large Fenced
Lot. City Water &
Septic.(270) 753-6197

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray

2007 Clayton, 16x80
3EIR. 2BA, vinyl siding.
black appliances, like
new. 270-489-2525.

Swing set. Rainbov,,
vacuum, Irving room &
furniture
bedroom
trampoline
731-782-3416.

r

CHECK THIS
OUT!
2 BR. with new paint
Job. 1,2 Acre Lot
Surveyed with,shade
septic. water. dnve ,
& electric S7.950.

Call 753-6012

MUNI

th

imii4DR 'H!,, 11115

Tuesday.
Friday, July 2 @ 1 00

All Size Units • Climate C:ont
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whitne8 Av

39R 1BA. $325
deposit Near Lake
270-436-2096
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
NiCE quiet, 3-bedroom
mobile home, big yard.
semi-furnished, washer
& dryer, refrigerator
stove, central-heat &
air, no pets, 5325
month + deposit, North
school. Call after 5:00
(270)767-7694.

753-3853

Wednesday
Friday. July 2 @ 4 00

MBC Storage

acreage

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

703-2905
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
18R, price reduced.
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
4BR. CIHIA, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
1st Full Mo. Rent Free

WASHER & dryer
motor home, Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546
Appliances

Due to the holiday we will not
print a paper Monday, Ally 5
Deadlines for Tuesday, July 6
and Wednesday. July 7
are as follows

ON BEAc

Stove & Disherwasher
(Black), $300 for both
Call 731 -363-0069

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections 293-6999.

GOOD use stove.
refrigerator, at unit,
and storm windows
753-4109

BA
3
BR
2
Maunufactured HOME
on 2 5 Secluded Acres
30x40 Shop and Out
Building. $75,000
270-436-2905

BERMUDA
Square
Bails For-Sale. $4.50 in
293-5381,
Barn.
435-4098

605 E South 12th St

PRECIOUS
MOMENTS
LEARNING
CENTER

VISA

Calloway Garden
Essex Dovns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dri‘e
IBR & 2BR Apt%
270-753-8556
cr
TDD 1-800-545-1833
)
,
Ext. 283 .,1:

I

EQ., c•pportunly

400
Vani Sale
AU Warehousing
Near Mai S20-50
753-7668

All sizes to
flt your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

7

5 75 G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(2701 753-6266
Ceil. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

COZY Studio Tyoe
Duplex $325 Water &
Trash Included, WC,
Smoke Free. Pet Free.
Year Lease. 412 N. 5th.
226-8006.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

270-753-5562

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. CIFI/A, W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710
293-4600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/1-1/A
Low utilities. Quiet,
What you've been
looking for. $450 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913
NICE 2B/1BA Duplex in
Hazel, C/H./A. all appliances, privacy fence
yard, lease. ref. + dep
No pets. S400.00
753-1059
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wedresday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 800-648-6056
SMALL, Upstairs 2 BR
Apartment. No Pets.
Smoking,
No
901
References.
Sycamore. $325 +
deposit.
(270) 293-5118

lams For Raft
2BR, IBA. 719 Wiswell
Rd. Available Now
$550,mo+deposit. No
Pets. 270-293-1231
2BR. stove & refngerator, dw, wid hook-up.
C,1-1,4k $550imo. 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259,
270-527-8174

1850 St. RL 121S
Murray. KY 42071

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
& tilendalr
1005140
(270)436-2524
12701293-6906

rimer

121

YARD SALE
1162
HOPKINS RD.
641N. LEFT
ON 464
FOLLOW SIGNS

•Instde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
ommerciai Prop.
For Sale

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
400

107 N. 17TH. ST.

FRIDAY
8:00-?
Dishes, Trinkets.
Books. Purses &
Shoes. Men.
Women. Girl & Boy
Clothing, Toys,
Games, & Lots
More Fill a Box with
Most Items for $1

2009 Bnck Home. 2300
SQ. FT. Living Space
3BR. 2BA. 1 Acre &
Double Garage, SunRoorn. Hilltop View
1/2Mile to Murray. City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149,000.
270-519-8570

1.td
rto.
o
• han..15ar Imola

7:00-?

,
t1i•

n
,ukh 0,ttr
r
DJ

Jenday Conure &
Cage. Ball Python
& Tank

Close To Town and
beautifully remodled
2BA,
with
2BR.
garage/shop, on 1
acre. Many extras,
$135,000 FORSALEBYOWNER COM
#22760093

GARAGE SALE
1706
HOLIDAY DR.
FRIDAY &

SATURDAY
Continued Tool Sale
of Various Items & a
Large Assortment ot
Housewares, Flower
Arrangements, Bed
Linens, Rugs,
ETC
Lake Prooerty
1

YARD SALE
2204

EDINBOROUGH
DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:00-?
Priced to sell!

YARD SALE
500 S. 11TH ST.
FRIDAY
7:00-12:00

UNBELIEVABLE
Log Cabin Sale
Sat. July 10tr,
LOG CABIN & 2 AC
Only $79,900
et' FREE Boat Slips!
BONUS: Pay NO
Closing Costs!
SAVE S20,000, Ready
to finish log cabin & 2
acres abutting nature
preserve at 160.000
acre recreational lake
in KY. Excellent financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154
x. 3541

e

Air Hockey Game
Exercise
Equipment,
Chairs,
Comforter Sets
Curtains, &
Much More,

MOVING SALE
508

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riserfield Estates.
SM.; Real Propert
Professionals
293-76'72
PRICE
REDUCED:
New Home 3BR, 2BA,
2-Car Garage. Cath.
Ceilings.
Concrete
Drive. Covered Front
Porch. Patio.
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032
Creek
SADDLE
2007
4BAlpool.
CalumetWay.com
270-293-8276.
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty com

Find out what's I
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

MI RR

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.
S30.00
6 mo.
.S55.00

Yard Sale

YARD SALE

2 bedroom 1 bath
home in town $29.900
Call Tracy Williams ©
Campbell Realty
293-3467

••

SATURDAY

Step into a beautiful
Hair Salor,
731.697-2397

AKC registered Boxe
puppies. 5 males, 1
female. Fawn, white &
brindle. Tails docked.
wormed & first shots
$300 Call
270-589-7952

145 Church St. Dexter.
KY. 1.5 Story Dwelling
Aluminum
with
Extenor: 34,900.
437-4679, 753-T767

Muer.. I edger & times I al
lloo.ine, Act /Notice

IOXIO $25

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

43 acres. Hwy. 1346,
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery
Jeffrey
Fenced
with
year
around water and pcle
barn. $89,900 Call
Chuck
753-1323 ext. 120

GARAGE SALE
617 MAIN ST.
(HWY 641S.)
HAZEL, KY
SATURDAY,
SUNDAY &
MONDAY
8:00-?
Dishes, Kerosene
Heater. Tables. Ladies
Coats. Luggage,
Lawn Furniture.
Electronics, KnickKnacks, Something
for Everyone!

Load Mail

I

A'ailnuay,

3

e
e I yr. ..............SI05.00 6 mo. .........-.$63.00
yr.
e
--$110.°° II
1

Rest of KY/IN
• Pun tar & Flo hananl

RICHARDSON

3 mo

STREET
FRIDAY

yr

3120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 too.S75.00
6 too.
$96.00
S145.00
I yr.

7:30-?
Check

RAIN OR SHINE

Money Oi der

Visa

NLC

Name

Too many items t:-)

Stl . Address__

Its,
I

City

e
Zip

5 PARTY YARD SALE
217 WOODLAWN
FRIDAY 6:00-?
Dale Earnhart coat. cornhole game.
lots of furniture. king size waterbed
with extras.

8
13ta
ayte
linie Ph _

e

Stall this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 0270) 753-I9t6

e
e

Murray Ledger & Times
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PUBLIC ABSOLUTE AUCTION
REAL/ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROT'ERT1

IMIL• A. •..•

/1•••IM AL .A1,2/l&-INAM

AL

A lk •

Offerec

voll
MN

FOR SALE

LARK'S
N %RE

NO ININIMINVIS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Thaw's, Jaey Ellth„ At 7:00 P.M

osit wing•Ii.,
•Leaf,Cle.unip
•Muktung.
10% er 20 Years
Eipciience
+nee Emanate>

"Raymond a Estelle Everett Estate Farm HICKMAN, K IIENITILICK V
From Hickman At The Jct Of Hwy 125 & Hwy
1099. Take Hwy 125. SE 2 Miles To
Montgomery School Rd. Turn Right. Proceed
South 4110 Mile To The Farm...Signs Pcsted!

NOM

Lake Argus
41701 227- 1958
To

1 70-28 ACRES
In 2 Tracts And Combined
Prime Fulton Count_y
A Ft IVY IL AI IV OP
Selling With A New Survey!

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Tratuct 11 - 5.00 ^cress
Beautiful Established Homesite
Tract 2 - 165.28 Acrtas
'Planted in Cor-n Ana Soybeans
Outstanding 192.8 Acre FSA Base
Real EStatei 3BR, 2BA. brick nonle Central neat and au
garage. living rOOM7dining, den.

Buyer Shall Receive Sellers
1/3 Portion Of The 2010 Crop
Plus 1/3 Of The DCP Payment

Terms: 10°. down of purchase price day of auction Balance due
in 30 days Any home built pnor to 1978 could contain lead base
paint. Please make your inspections prior to auction as a post
inspection waiver will be a part of the contract

TERMS:10% Down. Balance In 30 Days
NW 11,11 Eltaayear•Is Fl•repreviaarra112
.

-71.£ AUCTIONEER REAL
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

05 Chevrolet motor
borne, 32-ft sleeps-8.
11,000 miles. perfect
condition. 293-1231
520
Boats & Motors

112 ACRES

Highuas
At the tarin ot Di Bob & Zenda Goetz. 1422 Haniniond Rd
Farmington. Kl• near the Coldwater communits From Munas rake SO Hwy NW
approx 9 miles to I S.36 Front Mayfield take SO Flu s SE approx 12 mile, to
I tt36 Signs Posted

PONTOON Boat. Make
an offer.. 731-247-3019
1999 18112' Fish & Ski
135 Horse Mariner
Motor. 12.24 Trolling
Motor. 2 Depth Finders.
$7.000 OBO.
(270) 227-3589

ATTENTION
HUNTERS•INVESTORS • FARMERS
Approx I 12 acre, ro be sold bs the acre uith an up-to-date survey after the
Auction This fann has been in a deer management prograni for the past 10 yrs..
this property has turkey and other small game. according to ESA has 40 acres ot
open land. has marketable timer and 2/10 mile of road frontage on 1836 Hus
for building sites This 112 acres u ill he surveyed off a 205 acre farm. the
remaining 93 acre, has 70 acres of fish ponds that could be leased from Di
Goetz to purse hunt on Clarks River runs through the edge ot the timber
receise Dr. Goetz's part of this years crop
ground. The Nisei

$15 00 8 up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295

TERMS: 10% down based on 112 acres will be due day of auction and will bc
applied to the purchase after the as-tuial survey.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
'Landscaping &
!.eaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Note• You may vieu ttgs properts on sou °win anytime before auction date or
contacting selling agent at 270-674-5523 or
270-705-0783
VLSIT OUR WEBSITE FOR COLOR PICTURES
www.wilkersonauction.com
•

1 s
11 1, 114f.s.c ,
lc.A.A.AAV
yr. All•AAINAI

tt .. PAU!, %V

ipo

s

S

LAA••••••
RAVI 1114 SIM

P110-0iSal
SC/

t4 •

753-1816 227-0611

4"‘v

0 GO Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair

Pron•••• .1 •••••••••ken
v.....ay.
AAAAPI AUNA.116/0

11•14•4••••on

fro.../...

,•:•,',11'

•

AMERICANA, CC:OLIN -TRY;
8. ADVERTISING AUCTION
SATURDAY. JULY 3RD-10:00AM
a
BENTON AUCTION HOUSE
•
98 NORTH MAIN. BENTON, KY 42025
•
▪ DIRECTIONS Exit 43 Off Of The Purchase Parkway Travel East To 2nd
Stoplight Turn Left. Sale Is .25 Mile On The Left
•
: A Quality Sale Of 450 Items! .50+ Pcs. Of Ads ertising
:Stoneware Incl. SeY eral Miniature Jugs: 60+ Pcs.()f Other
Ads ertising Incl. Shels es. Signs. Clocks. thermometers.
Fobs & Mort; Pepsi Collection: Tools Incl. 50+ Pcs. Of *
Keen Kutter. Bluegrass. Simmons & More: Primitive & *
* Country Furniture Incl. 4 Drug Store Display Cabinets. *
* Spool Cabinets. Cast Iron Cookstose. Linen Press & %lore; *
is Antique 'Illy's; Decoys: Phones: Clocks; Primitiy es: F ruit
•
: Jars: Lamps; Stoneware: ranitew are: Cast trim: Has*
*
*

: kets: Knives; Cis il War Items: Gold Coin & Much Attire!
N....art....1 •sa.
* 150- Pictures & I isling hi ehsoa
( >1 ",r1 - 11,rni
11,0, OH
"r ‘11""" licsk I r`r
h".. ',lie, la,
RiNiiircet I
* limey I (
•
• s
s..
k
*
ghoul \ \

*

210405-4859
97 MAYFIELD. KY
t97 ST. RT. .
AUSTIN. OWNER ,AUCTIONEER
• KY kit. P2471 IL Lic. 441.001641
Lhwitta Darnall. SteVe FfiCk. Jerry Gray -Auctioneers
*Irian Fete Corey Austin . Apprentice Auctioneers

www.austinauctionservice.com
OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY.
& SUNDAY ALL DAY

HOLUM)
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

GREY'S
PROVINlits. I

leneewynnproperties
i

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
01' Red Cavalier. automatic 5 speed 78.000
mi. Good mechanical &
body condition. $4000
270-227-43100
nthoeft22 holmail.co

1996 Mercury Grand
Marquis $1,000-080
Runs & Looks Good
270-206-5022

470
Motorcycles & ATY's

250
Roketa
2008
Scooter Great condition. $1150 Call
293-7252

04 Acura MDX Fully
Loaded with 3rd row
seat & DVD. $14,800
270-978-7891

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks. home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

TOUR AD
"COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A - MONTH
CALL 753-1916

• Hill Electric

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

942 Waterway Trail
New Concord. KY
L • fill, !ionic
I ‘,!;LLI ;ALI,
PriLe
boasts 4 bedr,.,111,
. 2 baths on Silt acres al 1 • •
ot Kentricks• Like in th:
with
I •
rl ,yr
Winter.
tranquil
cy and eni.
SI899.0
Renee VVynn at 270-293-7149 ,.1 270-759-20111
ill GI t,• PrOpell

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVUUG

Campers

AM RAIN-OR SHINE

112 ACRES

(270)227-6160

510

SATURDAY JULY 10, 2010
10:00

Vinyl.siding
Wood Wing
Brick •Concret,
Decks • Fenc.:‘,

CAS
JAMES& R.ESTATE
BROM

AUCTION

LAN

20(. 4 Ll 4x4 Chevy
Tahoe low miles with all
the extras
270-293-2435

Since 1986
24 Noun SENViCE
Res . Com., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All ph!. - big or smalll

753-9562
436 5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
jurk & tree work
AB OUALITY
USED
FURNITURE
282 Aurora HWY
Hardin, KY
We buy & sell
good 'clean
furniture
(270) 530-0450
(270) 293-5762
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Flemodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Floors.
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repel!
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

CLAYTON HOMES OF
GLASGOW KY. New
2010 16 wide 3 bedroom. Only $29,985
Call Today (270)6782460

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

<"jamesrcash.com For Details?
\

- DAN MILLER (270)435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATES
TERRY D.PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER AUCTIONEER
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
- www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com

BUILDING SALE!
"Rock Bottom Pncesr
Final Week 25X30
$4577 30X40 $7140.
32X60 $11,950. 35X60
$13 990 40X70
$14,650. 40)000
524,900. 46X140
S37,600. OTHERS.
Ends optional. Pioneer
MANUFACTURERS
DIRECT 1-800-6685422.

METAL ROOFING
Stockwell & Sons
227-6238 or 759-1085

Selling At Absolute Auction!!

Not responsible for accidents
For more information and your entire auction needs contact

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

;Commercial &
Residential.
;Asphalt Irrstallaticin
& Maintenance
40 yrs experience

Sealcoating
• & Hauling
TONIC 'URA% IS

270-753,2279

(270)75M501

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting. fix-its &
repairs. decks pressure
washed and stained..
436-2228
C&M DEMOLMON
We Clean Up Proberty
Trees. Limbs. Brush.
Anything You Need
Call Coln°
270-205-8487

h1L Garage Doors
repair
Installation.
maintenance on doors
and operators 27°293-2357
and
MOWING
Trimming small to
large Dependable, reliable, gutters. mulch,
shrubs trimmed, hauing. 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
I RI MIR.
11 11 .
or 978-7002.
l'11‘11\(..1.
Power
MURRAY
1.1(ill I I 1,1tIff ss 1121
Wash
FREE
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl sidESTIMATES
ing. s dewalks, drive(270)873-9916
ways. dnve through's.
lots. gum
parking
BARRY JAMES
removal. Etc. Fully
ELECTRONICS
Licensed & Insured.
•AUcko •'Video
293-7063 or 293-7022.
• Home ,Theatie
Simmon's Handyman
•s,alas *Service *Install
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
(270) 227-9212
.- Don. Murray area
FLOOR
519-8570.
carpet, vinyl. V.A. tile.
THE Murray Ledger &
laminate
hardwood.
Times considers its
and repairs. 30 years
sources reliable, but
experience. free estiinaccuracies do occur.
mate. Call
Readers using this
270-848-0004,
information do so at
cell 270-227-4933.
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be repPICK UP
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil270-293-5624
ity whatsoever for their
activities.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839
Licensed & Insured
6' Continuous Gutters
References
available
Garage Door Salsa
Free Estimates
& Maintenance

FREE

vrieltn

For Sale 1997 GMC
H1J1V truck with large
Tulsa winch, $8500
1997 Mack with 70 bbl
tank with vacuum,
$40.000 Both in very
good condition Phone
270-683 '322

it qualified Call 866460-97f5
www CenturaOnline co

SALE! CDL Training
Starting at $19951 WIA
Approved. Job
Placement Assistance
Tuibon reimbursement
available. Accredited
BBB. Delta Career
Academy. Mt. Sterling.
KY. 859-498-9988.
800-883-0171
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Ky Health Training
Certified Clinical
Medical Assistant.
EKG Technician,
Nurse Aide Training.
Phlebotomy training
Lexington &
Georgetown Day.
Night, Weekend classes. 859-963-2901,
888-274-2018
www.kyheattntraining c
oi n

HELP WANTED
NOTICES
Attn: INTERNATIONAL
Company Expanding
Work online, tele-commute, flexible hours,
great pay, will train.
Apply online at.
www.KTPGlobal.com
or 800-330-B446.
LIVE. WORK, PARTY.
PLAY! Now hiring 1824 guysigals to travel
witun young biz
group. NY LA MIAMI.
2wk PAID Training.
Hotel and transportation provided. Return
guaranteed. Call
today/start today I 800-457-8528
WANTED: LIFE
AGENTS. Earn $500 a
Day, Great Agent
Benefits. Commissions
Paid Daily. Liberal
Underwriting. Leads.
Leads, Leads. LIFE
INSURANCE,
LICENSE REQUIRED.
Call 1-888-713-6020
INSTRUCTIONAL
ACT NOW, You may
quality for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Funded by State
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836
AIRLINES ARE HIR
ING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- lob
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute
of tviaintenance
(888)207-2053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, 'Business,
•Paralegal,
•Accounting. 'Cnminai
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid

HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign Exchange
Students, ages 15-18
& have own spending
money & insurance.
Call Now for students
arnving in August!
Great life everience
1 -800-SIBLING.
WWW.aise.com

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW! You may
qualify for FREE
CLASS-A CDL Training
Funded by State WIA
Program. Must meet
hiring requirements of
maior trucking companies. TRUCK AMERICA TRAINING 866244-3644
CALL NOW! BIH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Driving Schooi Now
taking Students! No
CDL. No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available
888-780-5539
COL-A Drivers: We
Have More Miles. Just
Ask Our Drivers! Your
hard work eams a
solid paycheck. COLA. 6 mo. OTR, Good
driving record required
Western Express.
888-801-5295
Class-A COL Drivers. 1
year verifiable experience required Teams
(Flonda Runs) 400°500° Miles per week
Solo 2500-3000 Miles
per week. Health/
Dental. Holidays/
Vacation Home 2 days
a week Safety Bonus.
Call Linda 1-502-863°108 ext 403, 180°860-0889
CLASS-A DRIVERS
OTR Midwest Freioht -

Need Drivers Great
Hametirne
Benefits sv_in,

Looking I

Bonus' Ask about
Jurrip Start Lease
Program, Cv0
Positions Available
Call ACT Today! 877
584-7240

Ten years al
For the tir.1

Driver-COMPANY
Experienced OTR drivers and Teains
Consistent Miles,
Excellent Hearth
Benefits 6 ma OTR
exp. & current COL
888-463-3962
www.usatruciclobs eoe
mit/hiv
DRIVERS -GREAT
MILES' NO TOUCH
FREIGHT' No forced
NEINYC1 6 months
OTR experience No
felony/DUI last 5 years
SclosiTeams wanted
Company call 877-74°6262 wwwlptl-inc com
Drivers Owner
Operators Needed,
Long and short hauis
Reefers welcome
Base plates and trailers available No
forced dispatch, home
weekends Call any•
time 502-797-1344 or
502-637-5053
Drivers Owner/Operators
$3000 - 54°00/week.
Your Tractor - Our
Trailer. must run 280°3000 miles per week home every 14 days.
Midwest to Southwest
runs 1-800-817-3962
Flatbed Company &
0/0 Drivers Needed.
0/0 Must have own
trailer Company
Dnvers can make Up
to 27% of the Gross
Home Weekends.
Guarantee Minimum
Pay, Call M-F
8AM-4PM 800-5253383 ext 10€
VVWW TLEXPRESS C
OM
Hinng CDL-A Solo
Dnvers & Teams!
Minimum age 23. 2 yrs
TiT exp, No cnminal
convictions! Apply at
wwwsurnmittcom or
1-866-333-5333 for

apo
Need CDL Drivers A or
B with 2 yrs recent
commercial expenence
to transfer motor
homes. straight trucks,
tractors, and buses.
wpanv.rnamotransportaton com 1 -800-501 3783
There Are Many
Reasons To Join Boyd
Bros. Third Pay Raise
in Place! Sign-On
Bonus! Stay Loaded!
Lease-Purchase
Program. Hinng
Company, Owner/Ops.
Students. 800-5438923

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(2701 293-8480
NT

ral pickups
• week!) &
• locally owned/operated

It ler Murdock o' 293-1722
De.pla Hutto: 8:111)-3:30.
JOE'S Mowing Service
for Calloway County.
Summer
Offering
Mowing
Rates for
Service. Call Today:
270-227-2966

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
•Complete tree
removall•Gutier
cleaning -Insured
(270)753-TREE
(8733)
(2/0)293-1118
Ernergpncy

Tree
EARRV'S
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
TROYER' S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Shingles
Barn,
(270)804-6884

Recent births
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SATURDAY, JULY 10 @ 10AM
6031 4WY 381, LYNNVILLE, KY
At the home of the former Maxine Mason
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STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DIVORCE with or without Children $125. With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy. Call us
24hrs/ 7 days: 1-888789-0198.
www CourtDivorceServi
cecorn
One order, One check
One smart move, Savo
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word class,
fied in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department oi
this newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821
BUSINESS SERVICES
FREE HD FOR LIFE'
Only on DISH Network
Lowest price in
America, $24 99/ mo
for over 120 channels'
$500 Bonus 1-866
240-3844

NEW MENU

.
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i

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
GA Ft IF

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
*
**

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Remodeled Garne Room &
New Private Room with Big Screen
HP TV and 5urround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsaks
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
* It *

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: By Volume
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Times

ioolting Back
Ten years ago
For the first time in eight
years. Murray police will not
DARE city. school students to
stay' avv ay. from drugs.
Recent births include a boy
to Janice and Gilbert Turner.
June 25.
Published is a picture of Murray All-Stars coach Kirk Starks
pitching to I I -year-old Chase
Chrisman as the team prepared
for a tournament in Owensboro.
The photo was taken by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
The Purchase Area Health
Education Center will host a
Certified Pharmacy Technician
Training Class at Murray State
University's Crisp Center in Paducah
Twenty years ago
The Murray Police Department is still operating under its
back-up radio system after lightning knocked the original system off. High winds. heavy rains
and lightning struck the area
causing various reports of damage, according to Muffay Police
Detective Charles Peelec.
Ashley' Thurman. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles R. Thurman
Jr. of Murray. has been chosen
as drum major for the 1990 season of the Murray State University Racer Band.
Mr. and Mrs. James Kuykendall were married 50 years
June 29.
Thirty years ago
Frank B. Snodgrass. vice president and managing director of
Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco
Export Association will speak
to farmers and individuals at
the annual meeting of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association at West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert David
Barker. June 22: a boy to Mi.
and Mrs. Bobby W. Galloway,

June 26. a boy to Mr and Mrs
Billy Dryer
Forty years ago
Warrant Officer Candidate
David R. Graham. son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Ry.an Graham.
has completed a helicopter pilot
course at Army Primary Helicopter School. Ft. Wolters. Texas.
He now will undergo advanced
flight training at Army Aviation
School. Ft Rucker. Ala.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs_ Leroy Bennett.
June 27.
Fifty years ago
A final hearing for the zoning of the newly annexed areas
of the city was held at the Murray. City' Hall. It was conducted by the Murray. Planning Commission with Dr. Harry. U.
Wnayne. chairman, presiding.
George Hart of Murray and
Robert Reid Sr. of Owensboro
have been appointed to the Ken
tucky Board of Education by
Gov. Bert T. Combs.
The Murray High School
Band will march in a parade
as part of the Lions International Convention held at Chicago, Ill.
Sixty years ago
Outland. Dexter and Brooks
Chapel Schools will open July
31, according to Calloway County superintendent Buron Jeffrey.
lndenpendence.
Coldwater,
Palestine and Pleasant Hill will
open July 17. Faxon Elementary and Alnio, Hazel, Kirksey,
Lynn Grove. and New Concord
High Schools will open Aug.
24.
Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Kelly of
Murray Hatchery will attend the
"Golden Egg." sponsored by
International Baby Chick Association July 18-21 at Minneapolis. Minn.
The Rev.. Wendell H. Rone
is serving as pastor of Memorial Baptist Church.
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DEAR ABBY: You did a
disservice to the truly disabled
on May 1 when you advised
"Jennifcr in Maine" it was OK
to use the handicapped restroom stall because her large
stze made it uncomfortable
using a regular one.
I am married to a disperabled
son. He cannot get off a
toilet without the grab
bars available in a designated stall.
What some
individuals
not
may
By Abigail
know is that
many disVan Buren
abled people
also suffer from bladder and
bowel control issues and are desperate to use the facilities when
they enter a restroom. A minute
or two delay for them can spell
disaster.
Finding it "difficult" to
squeeze into a tiny stall is not
the same as finding it impossible. The same goes for abusers
of handicapped parking tags.
The only persons entitled to
these accommodations are the
disabled -- not the lazy. not
the obese. or even necessarily
the elderly. We who are blessed
with the gift of mobility should
make sure that accommodations
are always available for those
who are not. -- VOICE OF REASON IN OHIO
DEAR VOICE: Thank you
for correcting me. I told "Jennifer" I saw nothing wrong
with using the larger stall as
long as she deferred to a disabled woman needing it at the

Dear Abby

Today In History
Today is Thursclay, July I. the
I82nd day of 2010. There arc
183 days left in the year. This is
Canada Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July. 1, 1910, the original
Comiskey Park. home of the Chicago White Sox for eight decades.
held its opening day under the name
White Sox Park. (The home team
lost to the St. Louis Browns. 2On this date:

In 1860. Charles Goodyear. the
E3 aftk 1E3

inventor of vulcanized rubber, died
in New York at age 59.
In 1863, the Civil War Battle
of Gettysburg, resulting in a Union
victory., began in Pennsylvariia.
In 1867, Canada became a selfgoverning dominion of Great
Britain as the Brttish North America Act tt,x4c effect.
In 1946. the United States
exploded a 20-kiloton atomic bomb
near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1960. the independent Republic of Somalia was created from
the me.rger of former British and

Italian colonies.
In 1968. the United States.
Britain. the Soviet Union and neariy 60 other nations signed the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.
In 1980, President Jimmy Carter
signed the Motor Caffier Act of
1980, which considerably deregulated th.: U.S. trucking industry.
-0 Canada- was proclaimed the
national anthem of Canada.
In 1997. Hong Kong reverted
to Chinese rule after 156 years
as a British colony.
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Analyzing blood-pressure
numbers

Facilities for the disabled
serve a variety of needs
same tilite -- and not everyone agreed w ith my reply. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: Not all reasons for needing the special

DEAR DR (;OTT: My. hyper- &filled as a sy stolic reading :tt
greater than 44 / anti a diastrilli.
mam
tension has teen treated
years with lisinopnl 20 miligrams reading ol less than 90 The condiresult from hyperthy daily and anilcidiptne 5 milligrams tion
heart als e or other
daily These medications seem to roichstii.
causes.
have hale effect on my numbers
There Via, a tittle %heft doctor.
My systolic reacting, are in the
range of 140 to 165, while my dias- devoted their attention to the set. tolic readings °rid number. the diastolic. with the
thought the body could tolerate
are in the 50.
I recently fluctuations in the first reading
Then there vas the -blanket rulecame across
an article on that the first reading would be northe topic of mal at 100 plus the age of the
isolated sys- patient, i.e.. :75 in a 75-year-old
tolic hyper- male. Both schools of thought have
in been modified. Today. the systolic
tension.
and diastolic are of equal imporwhich
physician tance. and the 100-plus reading has
pointed out been totally ahandoned.
Of concern in patients with isolatthat this form
of hyperten- ed systolic fi,penen.iiin is that preBy
sion can lead scribed medications may affect (h.:
Serious second number, lovtering it to the
Dr. Peter Gott 10
point that it might increase the nsk
problems —
stroke, heart disease. chronic kid- of heart attack or stroke The tine
ney disease and dementia. The doc- line then heconies keeping the diastors and nurses who base taken my tolic at nt: le, than 70 mmHg.
blood pressure ha%e universally v..hile sintultaneously keeping the
said that the diastolic reading was systolic at an appropriate figure.
not a consideration', however, this just as the report indicated.
My guess :s that your diastolic
report indicated that medications to
control systolic hypertension readings are kw: low. and that you
should not be allowed to cause the might require medication to bring
diastolic pressure to go below 70 both numbers into line. Take a cop)
physician for
of the article to
inmHg.
I am an 82-year-old diabetic male his or her rec iev. A determination
off medications for three years now can then be made about whether
due to exercise and diet. I also have you should he back on the two medsymptom-free bradycardia. I would ications or not. No matter what. 1
very much appreciate your com- would continue the exercise and
diet modification.
ments on this report.
The lisinopnl you are/were taking
DEAR FtEADER: I am a little
confused. You indicate you are a is an ACE inhibitor used to treat
diabetic and have hypertension that hypertension and congestive heart
failure. It car. he used alone or in
Viati treated with two medications
You then go on to state that you conjunction ith other drugs for the
have been off medication% for three same purpose. The arnlodipme is a
years. Does this mean the antihy- calcium channel hlocker that works
pertensives. diabetes meds or both? to lower blood pressure and
In any case, I congratulate you on decrease the heart rate. It. too. can
taking contra! and maintaining a be used in coniunction with other
drugs tor best results.
healthier lifestyle.
Isolated systolic hypertension is

stall are evident. Have you ever
tried to fit two adults into a
regular stall when one of them
is disabled and needs assistance?
This happens when someone
else uses the bigger stall even
though there were other ones
available. It infuriates me knowing my. parents suffer because
people ignore disability-specific setups. -- DAUGHTER OF
DISABLED
DEAR ABBY: Handicapped
parking spaces are legally
reserved for people who have
a disability. Handicapped restroom stalls are built to accommodate the disabled -- not
reserved for them. -- BARBARA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
DEAR ABBY: I believe the
larger stalls are there for anyone who needs them. If a woman
has to change clothes, that stall
is helpful. but she should be
quick so as not to leave a disabled person waiting.
Women with small children
or a baby in a stroller should
use this stall and keep the kids
in there with her. was appalled
when I saw a woman leave
he: baby in a stroller outside
a small stall v:hile she used
it. -- HEDDY. OUT WEST

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby is written by.
Abigail Van Buren. also known
Write Dear
as Jeanne
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Blear
times through disagreement a
better idea surfaces. This could
be one of those occasions.

By The Associated Press
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, July 2, 2010:
This year. you are able to follow
20)
your intuition and your higher GEMINI(May 21-June
**** Take charge if you have
as
function
mind. Together they
any hope of clearing out early.
one. Your ability. to detach Note the juggling of many differdraws a lot of people to you. ent concerns. Prioritize rather
Some want your opinions. while than juggle: the end results will
others just want to be close to be far better.
you. Comtounication can be dif- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
ficult at times. Physical exercise **** Keep reaching out past
could be more important than the obvious. You want answers
you realize. If you are single. that work, make sense and root
Don't allow a
you attract someone unusual and out the true issue.
moment of anger to cause a
interesting. Be open to a differ- flare-up. Do more listening
ent type of person. If you are LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
attached, a trip planned by the **** Deal with others on an
two of you will bond you on a individual level if you want posimuch closer level. PISCES tive feedback. Use care with
spending. Reveal your true
helps you see the big picture.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Take your time rather than

Et I_ CI

1:11 EAZ:=1)

Welcome to your online credit card
accouot... would you like to make
a minimum payment? JYsti

17, please! Is that the best I
you can do? I mean, really!

L

A MOQE
WE NEED -0 %tiro..
'USER FZENCILY' CEDIT CA7
_

go with your first impulse. A discussion needs to happen, but
you will call the shots. Don't
underestimate the long-term
you
ramifications of how
approach the situation.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Someone might dis-

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You have many answers.
but someone would be hardpressed to come to that conclusion. A meeting could be decisive and difficult You also could
oe irritated by a boss who is a little too nice.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could be too tired to
deal with everything that comes
up. Close your door and get as
much done as humanly possible.
Some of you. if you can. will
want to work from home. That
might be the perfect solution.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to

thoughts to a key person. This
person wants and needs to hear
them. Tension builds in a key
relationship.

rethink a conversation. Try to
break through a restnction or
boundary. You don't need to
have the only answer; the more
options the better. A partner
something.
withhold
might

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You cannot suppress

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Be mcre aware of spend-

what you really feel, but on the
other hand, you could be unusually frustrated dealing with others. Stay level. Recognize a tendency tc feel hurt more often
right now. You could be taking
certain issues personalty.

ing and your choices. You could
find another way to resolve an
issue, but might decide io go
along with a combative or overly
assertive associate.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others still dominate

ing out the best in others, though
one might be hard-pressed to
see that today. A partner or associate displays his or her true colors so that everyone can see his
or her mood

and make you wonder which
way to go. Taking the lead and
having an important discussion
with a respected authority figure

agree with you, or vice versa,
but you are on the way to finding
a solution_ Realize that some-

.
490*

help you decide. Use your innate
charisma if need be.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have a way of draw-

Crosswords
38 Sports -zebra'
41 March sign
43 Ms Verdugo
45 Boulder's st
47 Oater directve
49 Gradations of
color
50 Sunburned
51 Sotto —
52 Whirlpool
53 Startled cries
54 Kitchen pest

ACROSS
1 Dispose of
4 Verbal stumbles
7 Big Foot cousin
11 FirM up
12 Mild beverage
13 Siberian river
14 Puffy. as a hairdo
16 Stir up
17 Mini-plays
16 Portable shelters
20 CA clock setting
21 Wedding ritual
23 Tina Turner's
ex
26 Obiective
27 Nailed at a
slant
28 Zoo favorites
31 Steam rooms
33 Now. to Caesar
34 Overhead
35 Utmost degree
36 Neutrai shades
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DOWN
1 Pawn takers
2 Mukluk wearer
3 Skillful
4 Actress —
Hagen
5 Not physical
6 Fills to excess
7 Round dwelling
8 Shoreline problem
9 Mai — (rum
drink)
10 Feeling lousy
11 Cock s meas

2

MI5

II

II

7-1 C 2010 United Feature Syndicate 10C
15 35mm setting
(hyph )
19 Yellowknife's
prov
22 1948 treaty
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7
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40
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WITH YOu FOREVER ..
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1
28 Ex 11
NEVER GIVE YOUR 1•IEART
TO A BLOCKHEAD.

THAT'S 6000 ADVICE, SIR.
I'LL REMEMBER THAT 5IR .

34
36

37

42
48

45

dr

il

mummy
28 News network
29 Shack
30 Took a breath
31 Tofu base
32 Valuable holding
34 YuMMy nut
3,6 Platoon mem
37 Nostalgic
fashion
38 Took back In
battle
39 Pass ieoislation
40 — Dunaway of
films
12 Optimisnc
44 Molten rcsck
45 Ernesto
Guevara
46 Belly dance
instrument

48 Saies
5! I

ME
52
EMII

24 Green parrot
25 Publishing
execs
26 Truck mfr
27 Famous
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Roger Federer wipes his
face during his men's singles quarterfinal against
Tomas Berdych of the
Czech Republic, at the All
Tennis
Lawn
England
Championships
at
Wimbledon Wednesday.

ENRIGHT
EARNS VICTOR1
FOR ARIZONA

Grand
Slump
FEDERER
FAITERS AGAIN
IN GRAND S1,AM
QUARTERS
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON.
England
I AP) — After back-to-back
quarterfinal losses at the French
Open and Wimbledon. Roger
Federer is suddenly no longer
the Grand Slam certainty he
used to be.
For the first time in eight
years. Federer won't be striding
onto the Centre Court grass on
Sunday afternoon for the final at
the All England Club. He won't
even be playing in Friday's
semifinals.
After a run of seven straight
Wimbledon finals and six titles,
Federer was eliminated in the
quarterfinals Wednesday by
hard-hitting Tomas Berdych of
the Czech Republic.
Struggling with what he said
was pain in his back and right
thigh. the defending champion
was outplayed 6-4. 3-6. 6-1, 6-4
by the 12th-seeded Czech on the
court he has called hotne for
much of the decade.
Since winning his 16th Grand
Slam title in Australia in
January, Federer has not been
the usual Federer. He hasn't won
a single tournament and was
beaten by Robin Soderling in
the quarters in Paris. where he
was the defending champion.
"Quarters is a decent result."
Federer said in a comment that
would have seemed unthinkable
not long ago from a man so used
to winning or playing in finals in
every toumament he plays.
"Obviously people think
quarters is shocking, but people
would die to play in quarterfinal
stages of Grand Slam play. It's
not something I'm used to
doing, losing in quarterfinals,
because it's not something I've
done in the last six years."
Federer will have to wait
another year to try to equal Pete
Sampras' record of seven
Wimbledon titles. Not only that,
he will drop to No. 3 in the ATP
rankings next week for the first
time since Nov. 10. 2003.
"I can't wait for Paris and
Wimbledon to come around next
y ear again. that's for sure,"
Fer_krer said.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Tunes

Catherine Ciayweli approaches the bar as she attempts a high jump during a meet at Roy Stewart Stadium this past
season. Claywell was named the Sophomore Girl of the Year earlier this week by the Kentucky Track and Cross
Country Coaches Association.

ClAYWELL'S HIGH JUMP DOMINANCE,
DWANDED REPERTOIRE EARN
AWARD

KTCCCA

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
With four consecutive state
titles to her name, Catherine
Claywell is currently the undisputed queen of high jump in die
state of Kentucky.
But Claywell, a rising junior
at Murray, beiieves a strong
transition to a more diversified
event portfolio may have been
what prompted the Kentucky
Track and Cross Country
Coaches Association to name
her the Sophomore Girl of the
Year earlier this week.
The award was extended to
just one athlete throughout the
state's three classes of competition.
Claywell readily admits the
2010 season wasn't her best
when it catne to her signature
event. She still claimed state
gold with a jump of 5 feet. 4
inches, but fell short of her goal
of leaping at least 5-6 at the
championships.
She set a personal record by
jumping 5-8 at an indoor meet in
March, but could never dupli-

cate that success during the out- was told that displaying her taldoor season.
ents across multiple events
But what Claywell did do would aid her in attracting attenwas take her secondary. event, tion and scholarships.
triple jump, to the next level.
First-year Murray head coach
Coming into the season, her Mark Boggess quickly agreed.
career-best jump was 33 feet,
"She's so talented, we still
one inch, set at the 2009 state feel there's more that she can do
meet.
it: track and field," said
She improved on that mark Boggess, whose Lady Tigers
by nearly a foot, leaping 33-11 won the team title at regionals
to place fifth at this year's and placed third at state. "She
KHSAA meet.
ended up being one of our best
She also expanded her reper- 400 ninners this year, and that's
toire into running events, serv- pretty phenomenal for someone
ing as the first runner out of the who has just been focusing on
block in the 4x400 meter relay, jumps.
which earned an I lth-place fin"We relied on her for a lot
ish at state.
more this year than just high
"This whole track season was jump,so she had a totally differa different experience altogeth- ent training regimen in practice.
er," she said. "But it was an OK I don't want to say that took
trade-off, because I think it's away from her high jump ... but
important to be well-rounded."
she's a team player, and I think
It may indeed be very impor- she could sit back and see what
tant for Claywell, who hopes to we accomplished as a team
carry her track and field career because of her."
But Boggess says high jump
to the United States Military
Academy at West Point after remains Claywell's most imporhigh school. In talking with col- tant event, and the one that he
lege coaches last summer, she believes is responsible for the

KTCCCA All-State Teams
Sophomore Girl of the Year:
Catherine Claywell (Murray)
Local 1st Team Class A selections:
•Hannah McAlloster (100 dash)
•Girls 4)(200 relay (Lindey Hard,
Jessica Vance. Sara Damell, Jachn
Patterson)
•girls 4x100 meter relay (Cady
Manua Lindey Hunt, Lauren Owens,
Hannah McAllister)
•Jaclin Patterson (200 dash)
•Catherine Claywell (high jump)
IN boys 4x200 relay (Paul Gong.
Stephen Foriest, Bob Fields, Brandon
Wicks)
Local 2nd Team Class A selections:
▪ Cammie Jo Bolin (long jump)
▪ Paul Gong (400 dash)
•Matt Deese (shot put)
IIII Robed Otive (discus thiow)
III Michael Orr (pole vault)

KTCCCA honor.
"The diversity didn't hurt her
any, but I think people look at
her as just being so dominant in
the high jump," he said. "It
doesn't matter what event it is,
when someone defends a title
four years in a row, and still has
two more years left, that's pretty
incredible."

By LB. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Barry
Enright gave the Arizona
Diamondbacks five
solid
innings as the fill-in for Edwin
Jackson and Chris Young hit a
two-run home run in a 4-2 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals that avoided a threegame sweep on Wednesday.
Both Enright (1-0) and the
Cardinals' Jeff Suppan (0-4)
went at least five innings in a
game that lasted 3 hours. 53
minutes.
It's the longest nine-inning
game at 5-year-old Busch
Stadium. topping the previous
high by 15 minutes. and was the
team's longest nine-inning
game of the season by 33 minutes.
Aaron Heilman worked
around two singles in the ninth
for his third save in seven
chances.
Young was in a 1 for 18
slump and his career average at
St. Louis was down to .125
before he hit his 14th homer in
the fifth for a 3-1 lead that
helped the Diamondbacks win
on the road for the fourth time
in 22 games and avoid getting
swept for a ninth time. Cory
Snyder is 8 for 14 against
Suppan after a three-hit game.
The 24-year-old Enright was
a second-tound draft pick in
2007 and was 4-1 with a 2.88
ERA at Double-A Mobile, earning nod as the sub for Jackson,
who threw 149 pitches in his
no-hitter and is getting two
extra days' rest before his next
start Friday at home against the
Dodgers.
Enright gave up an RBI
triple to Matt Holliday in the
first but othenvise frustrated the
Cardinals, who stranded five
runners in scoring position
against the rookie, who allowed
four hits and foul: walks and left
with a 3-1 lead.
Suppan lasted 5 2-3 innings
and 109 pitches, both highs for
him in four starts since rejoining St. Louis. But he couldn't
close out innings. with Young's
homer and Rusty Ryal's RBI
single in the sixth both coming
with two outs.
The Cardinals loaded the
bases against Blaine Boyer in
the sixth, but Albert Pujols
grounded out to short to end the
threat. Felipe Lopez eamed a
10-pitch walk from Boyer the
previous at-bat.
The Cardinals got an unusual
forceout in the fourth on a pop
fly by Augie Ojeda that was in
and out of right fielder Nick
Stavinoha's glove after a diving,
rolling attempt. Stavinoha
recovered to throw out Snyder
at second.
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Finchem: Contraction on the PGA Tour unlikely
PGA CommisH
D()ES NOT ENVISION
SMALLER SCHEDULE
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
NEWTOWN SQUARE, Pa. (AP) —
Even as the economy continues to lag and
the PGA Tour is looking for a half-dozen
title sponsors, commissioner Tim
Finchem doesn't envision a smaller
schedule in the next few years.
Over the last two years, the tour has

either renewed contracts
or found new title sponsors for 12 toumaments.
The immediate goal is to
find title sponsors for
Hilton Head and the
World
Golf
Championship at Doral.
Finchem
Finchem said Wednesday
the tour is having "conversations" with
various companies that are interested in
those events and "we feel good about
where we're headed."
As for contraction?
"We have to have sponsorship to put

on events, so if it got to a point where
sponsorship wasn't available, it's always
a possibility," he said. "But candidly, we
are on track with where we are in most
years. good or bad economy, in terms of
the amount of work we have to do either
to renew sponsors or bring in new sponsors.
"I think the market is soft generally."
he added. "But for our product, it continues to perform well. and we don't anticipate arty need for contraction.A full schedule — the tour has 47
toumaments over 44 weeks — means
getting players to compete in more

events. One proposal is to designate tournaments with weaker fields and require
top players to play in at least one of those.
Finchem said that was still a few
months away from being ironed out, with
no guarantee it will be done. For it to be
approved for the 2011 season, he said any
plan would have to be approved twice by
the policy board. He also would want the
fourth quarter of the year to explain it to
the players.
"I would suspect in the next two
months — 90 days, maybe — we need to
finish it up," Finchem said. "Certainly by
September."

JEFF ROBERSON / AP

St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa. bottom, walks out
to the mound to replace
starting
pitcher
Jeff
Suppan during the sixth
inning Wednesday against
Arizona.
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Scott accepts Cavs' job No. 1
LEBRON STILL UNDECIDED
takes
ABOUT NEXT DESTINATION
No. 2
By The Associated Press
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By TOM ItiffTlIERS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND AP) — With Leffion or wffhoul
him, Byron Scott has decided to get back on aii
NBA sideline.
Scott accepted Cleveland's coaching job just as
LeBron James officially became a free agent and no
longer property. of the Cavaliers, who are hoping
that landing the best coach available will convince
the two-time MVF' to stay home and try' t.) win a
title.
Scotfs agent. Brian McInerney, said in all e-mail
to "The Associated Press that he and the Cavs are
working through some final details, but doesn't
expect any problems and that Scott has agreed to
hecome Cleveland's next coach. The team is
expected to announce Scott's hiring later Thursday,
just as James listens to offers from the New Jersey
Nets and New York Knicks.
Scott, who previously. coached in New Jersey
arid New Orleans. may not know for some time if
he'll have James on his roster. But after working as
a TV analy.st. the 49-year-old has decided it's time
to get back to doing what he loves most.
The Cavs have been looking for a coach since
Mike Brown was fired May 24, ending a five-year
run with the club Brown guided James and his
teammates through the most successful run in franchise history, but fell short of winning a chanipionship.
Scott's hirtng ends a twisting drama to the Cavs'
coaching search.
Los Angeles Laker% assistant Brian Shaw
appeared to be the favorite to become Cleveland's
coach after an impressive two-day. meeting with the
club esu-lier this week. As of Tuesday. Shaw was
reported to he assembling a staff to bring to
Cleveland.
But despite the Cavaliers seemingly moving
toward a deal with Shaw — to the point where
McInerney sent out a congratulatory e-mail to
Shaw through several news outlets — general manager Chris Grant reopened talks with Scott on
Wednesday.
Scott's dream has been to coach the Lakers, but
with Phil Jackson possibly returning to the champions he has decided to take on the Cavs. who could
be better positioned to re-sign James with Scott on
the sideline.
James has said he would like to play for a former
NBA player, and Scott's resume includes 14 pro
seasons — 11 with the Lakers — and three titles.
He was a teammate of Magic Johnson and Kareem
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can be struck. but nothing can be signed — end therefore oil-until July 6 And totuns
wait know their salary-cap
nurriber kx Ole oorreig year until wound July 7
ABM LeBron James was getting up camp in Ohio. Chvyane
Wade wag preparing for visitors en Chicago and Chns Bosh was
AWN dinner with ras tamely on Wednesday in the final hount
before before the Norm of tree agency began Bosh took one of
the first meetings of tree agency, talking with Houston general
manager Daryl Morey. According to Morey's Twitter reed 'Just
finished meeting with darisbosh — great player & person He is
1000 *inning so I focused on how w.,1-fvuston he can win a
diainpionsnat."
MIN WWII: in Miaml. where there's been talk of the three
Wawa eats in the tree agent class joining forces. Alonzo
fikitening altered a companson to the New York Yankees —
tawn that always seem to lure many of the most-coveled guys
in the offseason. 'They put talent on the floor that created
championships. Period,* the Heat legend was saying
Wednesday at•"We Want Wade' ratty.
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Abdul-Jabbar on L.A.'s famed "Shownine"
under coach Pat Riley and later with Kobe Bryant.
He knows what it takes to win it all.
As a coach, Scott led some lesser-talented Nets
teams to the tinals and had a solid relationship with
star Jason Kidd that unraveled toward the end of the
point guard's time in New Jersey. In New Orleans,
Scott took the Hornets on a surprising run to the
Western Conference finals and was close with
guard Chris Paul, who is James' best friend in the
league.
The Cavs had an unsuccessful pursuit of
Michigan State's Tom Izzo, who rejected a reported
$30 million to stay with the Spartans. Cleveland
had several discussions with Scott. who flew himself to Michigan and met with owner Dan Gilbert
on Father's Day.
Shaw emerged as a leading candidate but then
something pushed the Cavs back to Scott. landing
him just in time to make an impression on James.
who will hear presentations from the Nets and New
York Knicks on the first day of free agency.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
John Wall can•t have No. I I. so
he's going with No. 2.
The Washington Wizards'
No. I overall draft pick
announced Wednesday night on
Twitter his choice of jersey' for
the start of his NBA career.
Wall made the simple pist: "I
picked to wear (number symbol)2 for nxt yr". He offered no
immediate
explanation.
although the easy interpretation
is that he added up the digits of
the number he wore at the
University of Kentucky.
The jersey number was the
lone sore spot for Wall on draft
night last week. He wanted to
stick with No. I I — it's even
part of his Twitter name — but
that number belonged to Hall of
Fame forward Elvin Hayes and
is retired in the Verizon Center
rafters.

Walker pleads
not guilty to
Vegas casino
debt
LAS VLOAS (API —
Former NBA All-Star Antoine
Walker pleaded not guilty
Wednesday to criminal bad
check charges alleging he failed
to repay almost $1 million in
gambling debts and penalties to
three Las Vegas ca.sinos.
A Clark County District
Court hearing master, Melisa De
La Gari1. set trial for Nov. 22 in
Las Vegas. Walker and his
lawyer, Jonathan Powell, said
nothing to reporters after the
brief arraignment.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
SO
4 ", 32 59';
Boston
Tampa Ba,
12 581
4u 39 50t
Tor cinto
8
Baltimoie
53 312
23
Centr?I Division
W
L Pct GB
43 35 551
Minnesota
—
41 36 532 1 l'2
Detroit
Chicago
40 37 519 2 1.2
Kansas City
34 45 430 9 1,'2
Clevetard
30 47 39012 12
West Division
W
L Pct GB
47 30 61U
Texas
-44 36 550 4 1,2
Los Angeles
Oakland
38 41 481
10
Seattle
14
33 44 429

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 5 Detroit
Baltimore 9. Oakland 6
Seattle 7. N Y Yankees 0
Cleveland 3 Toonto 1
Tampa Bay 9. Boston 4
Kansas City 7 Chicago White Sox 6
Texas 6 L A Angels 4
Thursday's Games
Toronto (Marcum 7-31 at Cleveland
(Masterson 2-7) 11 05 a m
Seattle (Flowland-Smnh 1-7; at N Y
Yankees (Sabathia 9-3) 12 05 p m
Oakland (Cahill 7-2) at Baltimore
(Arrieta 2-1) 605 p m
Tampa Bay iNiemann 6-2) at Minnesota
(Pavano 9-6) 7 10 p m
Texas IC Wilson 6-31 at L A Angels
(Jet Weaver 7-3), 9 05 p m
Friday's Games
Toronto (Cecil 7-5) at N Y Yankees
IA J Burnett 6-71. 12 05 p m
Oakland IG Gonzalez 6-51 at Cleveland
(Talbot 8-6). 6 05 p m
Seattle (Fister 3-3, at Detroit (Scherzer
4-6i. 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Bergeson 3-4) at Boston
(Wakefield 2-6). 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox if Garcia 8-3) at
Texas(C Lewis 7-5), 7 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Price 11-3) at Minnesota
(S Baker 6-7). 7 10 p m
Kansas City (Davies 4-6) al L.A Angels
13 Saunders 6-8, 9 05 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pc! GB
46
582
—
44 34 564 1 12
41 35 539 3 12
F
PN,he
.:
':cli'e°16'P'''
•
1 474
a
36 13 1;2
37
34 45
a
2
w'ras,r ,gtor
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
44 35 557
Cincinnak
43 35 551
St Louis
12
Milwaukee
35 43 449 8
34 44 436 9 1 ,2
Chi:ago
HoJston
31 48 392
13
Pittsburgh
27 51 34616 1 '2
West Division
GB
76 32
San Diego
1 5
P9
cOt
Los Angeles
3
43
i 37
Colorado
5 526
551
5
40 37 519 5 1,2
San Franosco
Anzona
31 48 39215
——
Wecinesclay's Garnes
Cincinnati 1 Philadelphia 3
Houston 5 Milwaukee
Anzona 4. SI Louis 2
Pittsburgh 2. Chicago Cubs C.
San Diego 1 3 Colorado 3
L A Dodgers 8 San Francisco 2
N
Mets 6 Florida 5
Atlanta 4 Washington 1
Thursalay's Games
Cincinnati (T Wood 0-01 at Chicago
Cubs iSihia 8-2). 1 20 p m
N Y Mets (J Santana 5-5) at
Washington iL Hernandez 6-4), 6 05
pm
Philadelphia (Hamels 6-6) at Pittsburgh
ID McCutchen 0-3), 7 05 p m
Milwaukee (Wolf 5-7) at St Louis
(Hawksworth 2-4i, 7.15 p m
San Francisco(Bumgamer 0-11 at
Colorado (Cook 2-5). 7 40 p m
Houston (Moehler 1-4) at San Diego
'Garland 8-5) 9 05 p m
Friday's Games
Cincinnati iArroyc 7.4) at Chicacio Cubs
i Dempster 6-61, 1 20 p m
N Y Mets 'Nese 5-2) at Washington
i Aldan° 6-4). 605 p m
Philadelphia 'Moyer 9-6) at Pittsburgh
(Ohlendorf 0-6). 6 05 p m
Florida (Jo Johnson 13-31 at Atlanta
(Medlen 5-1), 6 35 p m
San Francisco ILincecum 8-3) at
Colorado (J.Chacin 4-7), 7 10 p.m
Milwaukee "Naiveson 7-4) at St Louis
(J Garcia 7-4). 7 15 p m
L A Dodgers ',Kuroda 7-5) at Anzona
IE Jackson 5-6). 8 40 p m
Houston (Oswalt 5-10) at San DiegO
lLatos 8-4). 9 05 p m

Sports-kir

• "With her, it's not a technique on. When she gets it, she adds
From Page 10
For each of the past two thing, it's just continuing to work six inches to a foot to her jump,
years. Claywell has posted the on her jump.- he said. "She's which is what she did at state.
"'Through the year, we don't
highest jump not just in Class A, going right into a situation where
she's jumping a lot in (volley- get to spend as much time with
but statewide.
The gap is shortening. how- ball) practice. That's probably it, but the last couple weeks of
ever. In Class A. there are more one of the best things she can do, the season, we got to really hone
jumpers posting heights of 4-10 just continue to strengthen her in on the triple jump and work on
the technique."
and greater than ever before. legs."
While she has a chance to
NOTES: KTCCCA also named
Elliott County's Shelby Brickey
was right on her heels at this hnng home as many as two more its all-state teams, with several
year's championships, jumping state titles in the high jump, Murray representatives included.
5-2 and posting a personal Boggess also doesn't rule out the The first team included Hannah
record of 5-4 during the season. chance that Claywell could add McAllister(100 meter dash). the
Claywell says she feels OK to her medal collection with girls 4x2(X) relay (Lindey Hunt,
Jessica Vance. Sara Darnell,
about where she stands in the triple jump gold.
She was just more than two Jaclin Patterson), the girls 4x 100
event, despite a final performance she called "disappointing". feet shy of the championship meter relay (Carly Mathis, Hunt,
She jumped 5-6 at regionals and jump in Class A this past season, Lauren Owens, McAllister),
appeared to be coming out of her and Boggess says her ceiling is Patterson (200 meter dash),
Claywell (high jump) and the
slump toward the end of the sea- high.
"The first and second phase boys 4x200 meter relay (Paul
son.
"I know I can do better than I of her triple jump is incredible." Gong. Stephen Foriest. Bob
did at state, and I proved that at he says."Her third phase into the Fields. Brandon Wicks). The
least a couple of times during the pit is what we've been working second team included Cammie
season," she said. "I did prove to
!Come See Our
myself that I could jump 5-8. so
Barbers'
now I know I can do it, and I'm
confident in it."
Don,Lori,
According to Boggess, the
Linda & 'Nike!
most important thing Claywell
can do to improve her high jump
We do all men's
is continue to work on her vertiwomen's cuts!
cal jump, something she'll get
Walk-ins
Welcome
plenty of practice in this fall as a
middle hitter on Murray's volleyball team.
615 S. 12th St. • 753-8772 • Hours: Tues.-frl.
Sat. 8-12

SOUTHSIDE BARBER SHOP

'tiouroirsPretAti
WIRRAL WELLS
KAGE STORE

Jo Bolin(long jump). Gong(40(1
meter dash), Matt Deese (shot
put). Robert Olive(discus throw)
and Michael Orr (pole vault).
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•The Murray Calloway County Soccer Association is teaming up
with Challenger Sports to host the weeklong British Soccer Camp July
5-9 at Bee Creek Soccer Complex. Each child will be coached by a
member of Challenger's Bntish coaching staff flown to the U.S.A. exclusiyeiy to work on these programs. For more information, visit wwwchallengersports.com or contact Daniel Miller at 866-255-4229.
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